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events in the Republic of the Congo (~opoldvi1Ie',~
These are set-backs which we hardly thought of at
the last session. But there they are. made worse
still by the furious resumption of the -cold war, with
all its attendant recriminations andvituperations. The
proceedings of this _Assembly during the. last three
weeks are eloquent testimony to the grave and dan
gerous situation in which the wh()le world is now en....
gulfed.

3. Ail mankind is now·loold.ng at us, with the amdOUB
expectation that this session of the General Assembly
will weather the cold war acrimony .and pave the' way
fo1' the renewal of the process of negotiation, so re
grettably interrupted, towards a secure and lasting
peace. For this, if for no other reason, :my delegation
attaches great significance to this session. On the
conduct of this session and on its Success or failure
may well depend the future of mankind. In this' light,
the Presid.entts remark in his address on the opening
day of this session [864th meeting] that this Assembly 
was an Assembly of humanity, strikes a singularly
significant note.

4. With all these dark clouds hoV'ering over us, there
is none the less a, happy event in this Assembly. If w~
look around .us ...in this hall we see not eighty-two
nations represented here, as was the caSe onlya year
ago, but ninety-nine. My delegation welcomes the :new
Member states, and hopes withthe keenest anticipation
that with their new-born determination andenthusiasm
and their faith in the United Nations they will add
greatly to the success not only of this sessionbul; of
future sessions as well, and that, mOst important,
they will increase the prestige and strength 'of this
Organization.

5. 'J.lle fact that in many cases one of the first acts
of state of these newly independent nations is to re
quest membership in the United Nations Is ample
proof of th~ir faith in the OrfUliZation.Fo:r the 61der
Members. for the younger OMS such as myown coun
try, ,as well as fort1Je very new and for those still in
.the stage of conception, there mustbe, lhave no ,doubt,
a strong desire and determination to strengthen this
Qrganizati()n through which, and -only through whioh,
the .grave problems of the world can·be discussed and
their solutions :found.

6. Unfortunatel~V', the increase in the membership of
this OJ.-ganlzatioL\ since its.:inception in 1945 ha"snot
been matched by' an increase ID the. membersulp of
some of.its majol" organs, in particular,the Security
Councn and the EconomiC and Social CouncU.This /
problem should be given urgent conSideration, if thEi'i

~\~~:st:reOft~h~en:~t;:~~~~::e:~~hi:n~tr:~t
funotionmg of the Organiza.tion is to be made mope
e~cl~. '
7. The United :Natiops has atready, in recent ml~nths.
demonstrated its efficacyiniverting what might~have-,
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AGENDA ITEM 9

General debate (continue~)

President: Mr. Frederick H. BOLAND (Ireland).

1. Data' KAMIL· (Federation of Malaya): It is my
great pleasure and .privilege to extend to Mr. Boland,
on behalf of my delegation, our most oincere con
gratuls:Uons' on his election as .President of the fif
teenth session of the General Assembly. So many
precedtngmc have paid glowing tributes to him that
I fL'1d it difficult, ~N1thout ~ing the risk of being
repetitious, to add anytl'lJng further. I need only as
sociate myself whole-heartedly with them. There is
no doubt that with his intimate knowledge, his rich

. experience, and his long association with the United
Nations. he will carry out the heavy respOnsibilities
of his high office in a manner that will greatly benefit
the Assembly. I am confident that underhis able guid
ance the General Assembly at this session will take
yet another step forward in our collective endea.vour
to solve the multifarious problems that beset our
world today.

2. This is not -an ordinary sessi.on of the Assembly,
not a routine session. Very rarely. perhaps never
before, has the Assembly faced so many problems of
such great magm.~ude and consequences as we are
now facing. When we concluded our session last year,
we went away with a sense, of hope and gratification
that the months ahead would witnes~ considerable
lessening of world tension and the dawn of a secure
and lasting peace. Events in the past months have not
justified our ht"pes. The meeting of world leaders,V
which had been prepared at great patns and over a
long period of time, had hardly begun when it. was
called off. The disarmament negotiations to which the
A~sembly at the fourteenth session gave its whole
hearted blessing, fOWldered on the rock of disagree
ment. The process of .libe~':ation in Africa, Which
began so happUy with the independenct; of Cameroun,
follOwed by" others, and which we had hoped woula
continue SJnoothly, was regrettably blem.ished by
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I
the United Nations have therefore an obligation to....
wards the Tibetan people'as much as we have towards
the rest of the world; and we must address ourselves
again as we did last year to tbe Tibetan question.
Hence our request, jointly 'with Thailand, for the in
scription of the question of Tibet on the agenda of this
General Assembly [see A/4444].
17.' Re;;>resenting as we <1<., one of the small nations
of the world that has only' recently emerged from
colonial rule, we are irrevocably and resolutely op
posed to all forms of colonialism and imperialism.
We are naturally gratified to st.,e tiO manynew nations
among us today who have freed themselves from the
bonds of colonial domination. But the rusty chains of
dying colonialism still hold in bondage mUlions of
people in some parts of the world. Many millions
more have fallen victims to a new and more sinister
form of domination-that of world COmVl"tLrUsm.We
in the Federation of Malaya have undergone a long
period of colonial rule, but we have also fought in our
country, for more than a decade, the menace of world
communism. Mindful of all these things, we have dedi
cated ourselves fully to the causeofnatil')nalliberation
and freedom anywhere in the world.
18. Any attempt at perpetuating colonialism is in
consistent with the trend of our times, and the pur
poses and principles of the United Nations. In West
Irian a vestigial form of colonialism still persists,
and it is OtU' belief that so long as the situa.tion is riot
rectified, ~m long will there remain the seed of dis
cord and tension. We should not allowthis to germinate
into an international conflagration. Thus, our policy
towards the issue of West Irian~ as we have stated
time and time ago-ain, is that there should be an ami
cable solution of the question by all parties concer~ed.

19. Similarly, in Algeria there is a genuine force of
nationalism of which we must take full cognizance•.We
feel it .is the basic principle of self-determination
that must be allowed to operate in Algeria if lasting
peace and understanding are to be achieved between
the nationalist forces in Algeria and the metropolitan
power. The sooner. this is' realized, the sooner shall
we have a firm and sound basis for negotiations be
tween the two parties concerned; and such negotiation
should be conducted as am.ongequals unselfishly de
voted towards an amicable and just solution of their
common problem.
20. We particularly .regret therefore that recent
events have diminished any hope of "pourparlers".
In the meantime, the senseless war in Algeria per
sists, with all its ruthless brutality. The situation in
Algeria eontinues to cause alarm and concern. Fo!'
this reason my delegation .has joined in sponsoring
the inscription of the Algerian item for discussion at
this session of the General Assembly [see A/4418
and Add.1]. We hope that such a disoussion may re"
veal some way by which the Algerian problem can be
resolved, on the basis of the rightful claim of the
Algerian people to self-determination.
21. I now turn to the question that is uppermost in
our minds, the question ofdisarmament. As I indicated
earlier in my statement, we are mE~t in a different
atmosphere from that of the fourteenth session. Last
year we met ina propitious atmosphere of hope and
optimism", This session the atmosphere is beclouded
by cold war acrimony over the failure of the dis
armament talks in Geneva and over the worsening of
tension generally. We are profoundly concerned at the

failure of the Geneva talks, but we are more oonoerned
lest the exchanges of bitterblames andcounterblames
in this Assembly, if they are slungfor no other reason
than propaganda, should render the possibility of an
early resumption of talks all the mOl'e remote.

22. The forum of the Assembly must be utilized for
reasoned discussion guided by a sincel'e desire on
all sides to reach a basis for resumption of detailed
negotiatiol)s. The millions of people in the under~

developed countries are an.~ous to have peace and
security in order to devote all their time, resources
ancl energy to their sooial and economic development.
War is ruinous to them as it would also be to all
others-protagonists or bystanders. victors or van
quished. It is not necessary for me to give a layman's
view on the horrors of nuclear war. These are all
too well known.

23. If I venture to state our views on the question
of disarmament, it is not because we possess the
magic formula by which disarmament canbe achieved.
Rather, it is because disarmament, though mainly the
responsibility of the major powers who possess the
arms, is one involving peace or war, survival or total
annihilation, and therefore is of paramount concern
to all mankind.

24. Since the last session of the General Assembly,
when the resolution on disarmament [1378 (XIV)] was
adopted, giving official blessing to the then newly con
stituted East-West Ten-Nation Committee on Dis
armament, not much progress has been made, largely
because East and West could not be reconciled in
their differences on basic issues, particularly on the
question of control and inspection. The whole world..
and especially a. small nation like ours, will always
look forward With great expectation to a peaceful solu
tion of the disarmament problem; and we seriously
feel that all the nuclear powers have a moral obliga
tion towards·the world and humanity to arrive quickly
among themselves at a satisfactory principle andpro""
gramme for the reduction of armament. In achieving
a peaceful world order in our preBent nuclear age.
the initiative must necessarily lie With the nuclear
Powers.
25. We are convinced that a workable programme for
the reduction of armaments is possible when it is
simultaneously carried out and consistent with the
security of every nation. In short, it is our firm con....
viction that disarmament should be the net result of
an effective system of international security, co
op~'ration and tl'ust; not the basis. This, to our mind.
is the only reasonable way to a relaxation of world
tension and to a world of peace and harmony among
nations"
26. While it is the responSibility of this Organization
to do all it can in the field of disarmament. that is to
say, ill reducing the risks of total annihilation. the
United Nations also has, in another direction, the
responsibility of asSisting the economic and social
developn1~nt of the Member states, that 1s to say, of
increasinlg' their ohances of surv1\1'al. This is pa.rticu
larly trm~ of some of the less fortunate among us
where the struggle for food, shelter and clothing is
often a stl'ugglefor survival. The struggle of newly
independent nations must take the form of giving eco
nomic and ~;;ocial content to their political independ
ence. The United Nations and its specialized agenoies
are giving considerable assistance and guidance in
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neighbouring oountries in South East Asia, a plan of
regional co-operation of this kind.

31. I would like to turn to another aspect of inter
national co-operation whioh is vital to the economio
well-being of under-developed oountries. Like most
under-developed countries, the Federation of Malaya
still depends a great deal for its livelihood on the
earnings of its primary oommodities which, in this
case, are rubber and tin. In view of our great de
pendence on the exports of primary commodities for
the financing of a steady and sustained programme of
economic development, we are greatly concerned
about the fluctuations in the prices of these commodlllll
ties. For this reason we regard it as highly desirable
to have international commodity agreements aimed at
stabiliZing the prioes of primary oommodities on
whioh the economies of the under-developed countries
greatly depend.

32. With regard to tin, as representatives are aware,
there is already an International Tin Agreement, oon
eluded in 1953, with the objeot of minimizing fluO""
tuations in the price of tin for the benefit of both
produoers and consumers. Malaya is a party to the
Agreement, and I atn glad to say that it has demon
strated to the world at large that the Agreement has
worked ver.-y effectively in aohieving a measure of
stability in the price of tin. Mycountry is particularly
happy that a new Agreement has been reaohed at ~{,a

recent United Nations Tin Conference!l and will come
into foroe at the expiration of the present Agreement.
This refleots the satisfaction of the members of the
present Agreement, both producers and oonsumers,
with the benefits and effectiveness of the Tin Agree
ment in bring about stability in the world prioe of tin.

33. We apprecJate that it is very difficult to establish
an internationai.price stabilization scheme in respect
of rubber, but we are very pleased to note that the
International Rubber StUdy Group, whioh hsld its
fifteenth meeting reoently at Kuala Lwnpur,Y intheir
communiquES aocepted the importance of greater sta
bility of the price of natural rubber to both producers
and consumers and to countries whose economies are
largely dependent on the production of natural rubber,
and that the Group directedits Management Committee
to stUdy the various possible measures to reduce the
excessive fluctuations in the price of n9..tural rubber.
We are looking forward to the results of the Com
mittee's stUdy and reoommendations.
34. If I have dwelt, though briefly, on our own prob
lems of national development, it is not for any other
reason than to show how much importance we attach
to the economic and social welfare of our people. As
a young nation, we have yet a long way to go to catoh
up with the rest of the world. In these days of stag
gering technologioal and scientific·achievements, the
task faoing the under-developed countries, of olosing
the gap between their present state of under-develop
ment and their objective of economic and social con
tentment, becomes ever more difficult. It will take
time. But the problem must be tackled, and taokled
both by the etforts of the individual countries them
selves and by international co-operation, either bi
lateral or under the aegis of the United Nations and
its specialized agencies. To a large measure the peace
of the world will depend on the success aohieved in

alConf~ 'enc:e held at H6adquarters from 23 May to 24 June 1960.
JlMeetlng held from 19 to 23 September 1960.
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this direotion. But more import~ is the oon.dition
of peace and stability. both internal and international,
whioh must prevail if sooial and economio develop
ment is to progress unhampered.

27. We in the Fedel'atton of Malaya are fortunate in
that, added to the already stable conditions we have
enjoyed up to now, we have this year rid ourselves
of one of our greatest burdens, natnely, the state of
emergenoy, which was declared in 1948 following the
beginning of the oommunist insurrection. This insur
rection, led by a few renegades propagating an alien
ideology, .managed, through violence and terrorism,
to grip the country for twelve years. Muoh of our
resources whioh would otherwise have been utilized
for economic and social development, were therefore
~verted to the war effort. Thr~ugh the loyal 00
operation, patience, and perseverance of our people
of all races and creeds, and through assistance from
some sister oountries of the Commonwealth to whom.
we must express our gratitUde, the insurrection has
now been eliminated and it was possible for His
Majesty the Yang di-Pertuan Agong to declare the
end of the emergency on 31 July 1960.

28. In a message to the people, His Majesty deolared:

"The end of 'the state of emergency an('4 the return
to normal. conditions prevailing among the people
will ensure the peace and harmony of our nation.
Thus, all the efforts of our Ministers in the Gov
ernment and all the machinery and revenue of our
Government can now be concentratedondevelopment
projects which will bring comfort and happiness to
our subjects."

29. We can now look forward to more intensified
efforts in the social and economic del'elopment of
our people. Side by side with our policy of industrial
development, pursued progressively witl'll.\n the frame
work of our policy of inducements to local and for
eign capital, an intensive progratnme is now being
launched in the direction of rural development. This
is the keynote of our present task, and it reflects the
desire of the Government to raise the livirlgstandards
of the rural people who constitute the bulk of the
population and the strength of the nation.

30. We are, of course, not the omy oountry engaged
in this task of national development. In Africa, in
Latin America, in other parts of Asia, and among
our neighbours in South East Asia, concerted national
effort is being geared to this paratnount task. Each
country will naturally choose the best method to suit
its own particular conditions and needs. Inevitably,
differences will exist in different countries as to the
methods of achieving these eoonomic and sooial ob
jectives. Be that as it may, in a region such as South
East Asia, where all the countries are on more or
less the same level of economic and sooial develop
ment and each of them individually engaged in its own
programme of national advancement, some form of
economic,social and cultural co-operation which
would facilitate constant exchange of ideas, sld.lls and
knowledge would seem desirable in order to achieve
maximwn results. This is a form of regional co
operation whioh we maintain is workable despite suoh
differences in politioal and eoonomic system as may
exist. We have therefore already for some consider
able time been constantly giving our thoughts and
consideration to initiating, jointly with some of OUl'
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42. This moral crisis through whioh the United
Nations is passing is. we feel. refleoted in the desire
recently shown by some to induoe others to accept.
and almost perforce to embrace, their opinions. The
small countries of Africa and Asia are at times in..
slstently urged to adopt one or another form of dogma.
No sooner do we recover our freedom than we are in
vited to give it up, and let others interpret inter
national problems for us and tell us What our position
with regard to them should be. We have also been
inVited to oonsider ourselves athird, integral. Afrioan
or Arioan-Asian bloo. having as its sole oatechismthe
breviary of statistics refleoting our regrettable state
of under-development.

41. But, for just a month now, the United Nations.
as the focal point of all conflicts, has been suffering
from an absolute lack of tolerance, a narrowly na
tionalist. regionalist or partisan concept ofproblems.
and a Inarked plaoing of individual interests above
the short-term general interest and the long-term
interests of mankind. In truth, the United Nations is
suffering, today, from a moral crisis of humanity
and its leaders; for of what use are organizations and
oharters if the level of men's morality is still too
low?

39. But apart from the oalibre and compositlon of
several of our delegations, and from the sharp outline
of the problems before us, the significance of our de
bates is, we feel, emphasized still further by the
special atmosphere which has prevailed in this hall
since this session began. Serious problems have qUite
sUddenly, and almCJst unexpeotedly, arisen. Today the
Organization itself iE being reappraised, not merely
in regard to its geographtcal location, its adminis
trative structure and its methods, but also, and pri
marily, in regat'd to the fundamental meaning of its
existence and of the permanent principles by which
it is guided, as they derive from the Charter. Sucb a
reappraisal has never beforebeenmade so insistently.
so se:riously or so disquietingly. Until now, the United
Nations bas constituted the supl'anational framework
within whioh oonflicts of interest between nations
could be at least attenuated, ifnot solved. Negotiations
undertaken to that end have been based on the twin
principles of tolerance and co-operation, which of
neoessity imply mutual understanding and reciprocal
concessions in, conformity, of COlu,'se, with the re
quirements of law and justice. The Organization has
been erected and lnaintained on the basis of the fun
damental principle of equality among nations. whether
great or small, strong or weak.

40. At the national level, problems are viewed from
the standpoint of the immediate interests ofeach state
and in the light of its main concern to safeguard its
national sovereignty. At the international level, the
search for solutions to the problems and conflicts
under consideration proceeds from a broader inter...
pretation of our responsibilities; it is direotedtowards
a less selfish gOal. Here, we act, and are in the habit
of acting, as representatives of the different members
of the community of mankind, and our first concern
should be to safeguard peace and to ensure that in
dividual interests are adjusted to each other without
the use of force.

Olosing this gap. The more the gap Widens, the more to the United N:ations. and constitutes a further rea..
discontent there will be among nations. andthe greater son for the considerablrs importance of the fifteenth
will be the danger to world stability. And yet, on the session.
other hand, the success of raising living standards
the world over will largely, in its turn. depend on the
prevalenoe of sustained conditions of world peace and
stability.
35. That is why we of the smaller nations attach the
greatest importance to the deliberations of the As
sembly at this session. where grave issues of war
or peace, of total annihilation or survival, of oppres
sion or freedom are at stake. My delegation will play
its part towards the success of this session. We in
this Assembly are here as representatives ofhundreds
of millions of people of the world who have placed
their complete trust in our hands. and in this Assem
bly. I am comforted by this awareness. The whole
world is hoping and praying that we shall suoceed. The
conduct of this session and its outoome may well de
termine whether we. mankind, will survive in peace
and freedom.
36. Mr. SLIM (Tunisia) (translated from Frenoh):
I should like first of all to express once again, on my
own behalf and on that of my delegation, our sincere
oongratulations to Mr. Boland on his election as
President of so important a session of the General
Assembly. The confidenc~ which the Assembly has
thus shown in him is ~ just tribute to his personal
qUalities, to his country and to its brave people, whose
valiant struggle has so often been an example and a
symbol to us.
37. The speoial importance of this session of the
United Nations General Assembly is underlined in
the first plaoe. by the presenoe of Heads of states or
of Governments. to whom I should like to convey an
expression of esteem. Their participation in ourwork
invests the General Assembly's debates with par
tioular weight and seriousness. The presence of so
mrmy responsible leaders of Member states brings
into unusually full relief· the questions which they
and we have to consider. We believe-and hope-that,
despite the occasionally dramatic fever of the first
few days, sound and suitable decisions may finally
be reached and that the process of finding solutions
for the fundamental problems before us oan be ac
celerated.
38. 'rile current session has opened under the happy
augury of the admission of sixteen new Member states
from the Mediterranean region and Africa. This shoUld,
in my view, benefit the United Nations in two..ways.
First. it makes the Organization more representative,
espeoially as far as Afrioa is concerned, and thus
brings it oloser to its goal ofuniversality. The nations
whioh have just acoeded to .independence, and whioh
my oountry welcomed here only a few days ago, are
all numb~red among the under-developed countries of
the world. We are sure that their profound attachment
to both individual and oollective freedom, for which
they have fought so resolutely. will be the most valu
able contribution they oan make to the debates in the
Assembly.. Their determination to secure genuine
emancipation and economio and social Uberation will
unquestionably help to lay greater stress onthis prime
aspeot of the problem of decolonization. To make de
votion to freedom more active, and to present a more
complete picture of the exigenoies of decolonization
that, we feel, is the most valuable contribution which
the new Mediterranean and African states can make

,!
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-tenance and preservation of the freedom of each of us
individually.

48. The Tunisian delegation therefore opposes the
division of the United Nations into three blocs, reduced
to the status of offices or institutions. It is even more
strongly opposed to the splitting of the United Nations
executive into a sort of triumvirate.

49. The veto in the security Council is even now dis
tasteful to most Member states, because it runs coun
ter to the principle of the equality of all states and
gives to a few the power of thwarting the will of the
majority. Its effects are counteracted to some extent
by the "Uniting forI Peace" resolution [377 (V)] which
has already, four times, made it possible to call the
General Assembly intoemergency special sessionwith
a view to avoiding serious sit'\i.ations that might have
gravely endangered international peace and security.

50. But the great majority of Members of OUI' Or
ganization continue to hope that this veto will be re
placed by a more democratic system and that the
committee on reviewing the Charter §.! mayfind a suit
able formula to that end.

51. To transform now, or seek to transform, the
office of Secretary-General into an organ which could
also exert some sort of veto on the implementation of
our Organization's decisions would undoubtedly result
in rendering the United Nations ineffective.

52. We can readily understand that the present struc
ture of the United Nations, as manifested in its prin
cipal organs, was conceived in a political context
which new events have to a great extent made out of
date, and that we must to some degree consider ad-

. justing the Organization and adapting its organs tothe
new situation created by the in.crease in the number
of Member States,.. and the greater diversity of the
problems to 'b6'd6alt with. The committee on reviewing
the Charter will be specifically responsible for pro
posing the necessary adjustments to this end. Never
theless, that should not entail a complete reappralsa1
of the Organiz'ation and cannot, in our view, justify the
radical upheaval which has been proposed. Such a
transformation, if effected, particularly at the execu
tive level, would inevitably bring the normal function
ing of the entire Organization to a halt.

53. Small States like Tunisia are, first andforemost,
interested in haVing a coherent, a strong and, in par
ticular, an effective international organization. The
problems facing us in '\Jur efforts to speed up the in
dependence of our brothers now fighting in Algeria,
Africa and elsewhere-in the world, to consolid'ate our
sovereignty and to rationalize our economic situation,
all im!lose. on us the duty of supporting the United
NatiOl'ls and the unity of its executive more than ever.
and of 1Jl'ging authority and prestige for it, so that it
may aid us more effectively in a struggle which is
often one-sided and arduous. We need an organization
whose prestige is unanimously acknOWledged and whose
authority is undisputed, despite its imperfections, so
that we may be spal'ed all the disastrous oonsequences
of a· failure like that experienced by the League of
Nations on the eve of the Second World War.

54. I shall now take up one of the most important
problems to be discussed at this session-the Algerian
problem. Algeria is, nO doubt, the only country In the

§/Cotnmittee on arrangements for a conference for the purpOse of
reviewing the Charter.
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43. Our fidelity to democratic principles sets us,
ft."om the outset, against the very principle of power
blocs. True, the admirable principles of the African
Asian Conference held at Bandung in 1955 won our
complete and unreserved support; andthe Conferences
of Independent African States, held at Accra, Monro
via, Addis Ababa and, most recently, LeopGldville for
the purpose of defining a common attitude towards
the important problems directly· affecting our conti
nent, have done much to strengthen a solidarity which
is both natural and beneficial. But that does not, in
our opinion, suffice to justify our fo:rmL."lg a bloc
whose establishment would, we feel, give ri.se to
serious dangers.

44. The sacrifices which the people of Tunisia has
had to make in order to recover the right to freedom
of judgement and choice is still, in fact, too fresh in
our memories for us to have any inclination to aban
don that freedom in haste. Firmly attachedto its poli
cy of non-alignment, Tunisia cannot easily embrace
a policy of general, systematic alignment. To us it
seems more realistic, and more in accordance with
the principle of free and peaceful coexistencebetween
equal nations, to maintain our position of non-align
ment, which enables us to bear our own responsibili
ties in regard to each problem on the basis of its
merits and of the requirements of law and justice.
What is more, we are convinced that it would not be
in the interests of the United Nations, and would be
still less in those of our African, the Asian or even
the American continent, for us to embark on such
an adventure without weighing its implications very
carefully.

45. The Tunisian delegation could not, in the name
of what is commonly called poiitical realism, agree
to regard the division ofthe world into blocs of nations
or coalitions of interests afl something final. We do
not wish to subscribe to th~ idea that peaceful co
existence is only a moment of respite vouchsafed to
mankind. Such a prospect would mean, not only a de
nial of the very principles of the Charter, but indeed
the end of coexistence among nations, 8.tld a sort of
collective suicide by persuasion.

46. For young states like Tunisia, to embrace one
political dogma or another, to subscribe to the estab
lishment of a new permanent coalition of interests or
to the strengthening of any of those already existing,
would not only mean the abandonment of our freedom
but would also upset, to a dangerous degree, the al
ready tenuous balance which allows the UnitedNations
to function.

47. The United Nations is the framework within which
all our efforts must be directed towards a better har
monizing of international relations on the basis of the
fundamental principle ofthe equalityofMember states,
great and small, strong and weak. We feel that only
by assuming our full responsibilities, and jealously
guarding our freedom to f~',;aluate problems and the
attitudes of the great nations ~n regard to them,shall
we be acting in the best int9rests both of the inter
national Organization and of ourselves, the small
nations. The opening meetings of the current session
have shown us sufficiently clearly, I think, that the
fate of peace is now more than ever linked to the fate
of the freedom of nations and the dignity of men. The
freedom of all of us and the freedom of the Organi
zation will depend, in the last ailalysis. on the main-
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58. The press conference held by the Head of the
French state on 5 September 1960 was, unfortunately,
only too enlightening. Contrary to all its previous
statements, the French Government seemedto believe
once more in the possibility of a final armed victory
over the Algerian people. Thus, the position of the
reactionary forces in Algeria, which we had hitherto
regarded as the ill-considered and short-sighted atti
tude of a coalition of interests, received, alas, official
sanction and unexpectedly became. the very foundation
of French policy in Algeria. Negotiation is no longer
contemplated as the only decent, honourable means of
ending a war eqUally lacerating for two nations who
have so many reasonS for co-operating and li'Ving to
gether on good terms. Even the "brave man's peace"
is no longer mentioned. What is proposed to us today
is that the Algerian people should lay down its arms
and accept whatever sta~us France may subsequently
be pleased to <?onfer on it. The persons responsible
for the destinies of France have, in short, been in
creasingly espousing the doctrines ofthe reactionaries
in Algeria.

59. For us, who remain attached to the principle of
the peoples' right to self-determination, such a posi
tion is contrary to the liberal principles of which
France has been one of the most respected champions
and, in that capacity, one of the most beloved by us.
Moreover, this attitude is not at all in line with inter
national ethics. It represents a flagrant violation of
the provisions of the United Nations Charter whichwe,
together with France, continually invoke when con'"
sidering the problems .that come before this Organi
zation. It gives to migI-t& preference ov~r right, and
replaces negotiation by resort to arms. Furthermore,
it runs counter to publicly expressed intentions to
seek peace and engage in parleys with the Algerian
people. In face of this unfortunate situation, is it pos
sible for us to renlain ina state of expectation and
allow the war and its evils to continue?

60. H<?w lQng can those who invoke the principles of
liberty and justice, set forth in 1941 by the Atlantic
Charter, continue to be so considerate of French.
sensibilities and of so-called SOlidarity in so bad a
cause, at the risk of undermining presumptions in
their favour which, but for this conflict, there would
be no reason to discard?

61. The leaders of the Algerian peoplG at war have
genuinely made every possible effort, and every oon
cession compatible with the unassailable principles of
right and justice, with a view to settling their dispute
with France by the peaceful means of neg9tiation.

62. Can any blame now attach to a people, compelled
to carry on this deplorable struggle which during six
years has caused so great a loss of human life, for
seeking support and backing from every possible po
litical quarter, Whether in the East, the West' or the
third world, with a view to ensuring respect for its
dignity and recovering its freedom and independence?
This involves a serious mOi'al prOblem for us all-a
problem which my Government has settled in favour
of our Algerian brothers, with the grant to them. of
definitive and unequivocal support, whatever the po
litical colour of the backing given to them for the
purpose of ending this war.

63. Three days ago, on 7 October 1960, in the speech
opening the regular session of the Tunisian National

55. For Tunisia, this conflict, which in a few days
will enter its seventh year of war, represents much
more than a permanent threat to our sovereignty. It
is highly detrimental to North Africa's relations with
France and with the other parts of the world in which
that nation is established. This war has at times
caused us to doubt the effeotiveness of the United
Nations, which impotently witnesses the continuation
of the conflict, the daily repetition of large loss of
life and of useless sacrifice, ?'ld the forcible main
tenance of a rt1gime superannuated by history, against
the manifest will ()f a freedom-loving brother people
Which is constantly invoking the principles set forth
in the Charter and demandinlg that they be respected.

56. We deeply regret that the situationhas not evolved
in the direction of peace since the last session of the
Genel'al Assembly, despite the agreement in principle
between the French and the A~gerians onthe necessity
of allowing thel Algerian people freely to determine its
0\Vl.' future t:hrough a genuine popular vote. It will be
reo uled that, at the fourteent}:l session, a draft reso
lutk\n [A/L.276] recommendiI!.gnegotiations to that end
was adopted, paragraph by paragraph, by the reqUired
majority in the General Assembly~ In so voting, Mem
bers' delegations hoped to offer adequate safeguards
for a genuine referendum designed to restore peace.
But the draft resolution as a"whole did not secure the
neoessarY,majority. Need it be recalled that this vote
on the draft resolution as a whole was cast by dele
gates favourable to the Algerian cause, solely for
reasons of expediency, with the one object of not hin
dering, at that juncture, the efforts of both parties to
achieve a peaceful solution of the conflict?

57. It was not long, however, before the hopes which
all of us here had all entertained for the return of
peace were demolished. Public opinion in Tunisia had
welcomed with. deep satisfaction the opening of the
Melun "pourparlers" between the French GoverDXo.ent
and the Provisional Government of the Algerian·Re
public. The peopll~s throughout the world had cont~,

dently hoped that those "pourparlersn would result 11.1
the conclusion of peace in conformity with the drailt
resolution adopted last year by the· First Committee'.
In Tuniaia, we could not believe that France would
reject the goodwill displayed by the authorized repre~,'

sentatives of the struggling Algerian people and that
it was going to dismiss the Algerian delegation aftel'
communicating to it the Draconian conditions which
we all know, in the manner of victor speaking to· van
qUished.tlThe fact is that the atmosphere surrounding
the stay in France of the Algerian emissaries, and
the conditions presented to them, were such that only
the plenipotentiaries of a defeated army, cOme to sue
for peace and capitulate unconditionally~ could have
tolerated them. The French Go'\Ternment seemed to
Wish to convert these negotiations into a surrender,,"
Yet no one can deny that the Algerian fighters are far
from being defeated..

...
world in which a real and murderous war has been
raging for long years and maintaining a permanent
state of tension in the Mediterranean area. I cannot,
during the general debate, give a complete description
of the Algerian problem. But my delegation finds it
difficult to understand how it is possible to avoid men
tioning it, even summarily, in a discussion which is
so important for both the present and the future of the
international community.
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Assembly, President Bourguiba used, in this con
nexion, the following words:

"For us, the only thing of importance is that the
war should be ended, with the aid of all who are
convinced that the interest of humanity and the
preservation of moral values· require the ending of
the war. We are resolved to assume our responsi
bilities and to take our stand, come what may. We
are ready to cope with any developments. We shall
be equal to any obligations which events m.ay lay
upon us in the near future on account of the Algerian
war."

My delegation will venture shortly to circulate the
text of this important statement.

64. Can the Organization continue to confine itself
to expressions of hope for peace in the matter of this
tragedy which will soon have lasted seven years? Is
it not becoming essential that the Organization should
take effective action to help both parties towards an
honourable and just solution? It seems increasingly
clear to us that this solution lies in a genuine and un
challengeable referendum h~ld. under United Nations
auspices J RE! ~v cJi:her solution is now possitl~ and the
door to. any bilateral tai;ks has, apparently, been closed.

65. Like all the small nations who give evidence of
their profound attachment to the United Nations and
to the. principles of liberty and equality inspiring it,
TuniSia hopes that the Organization will intervene in
Algeria to re~establishpeace and ensure the triumph
of freedom and human dignity. By doing this the Or
ganization will have acted in accordance with its mis
sion and will'not have disappointed the hopes that we
repose in it. For us Tunisians-and we do not think
we ar0 alone in holding this view-the Algerian war
is more than ever a test, which will enable us to es
timate the real, practical value of the principles,
and the moral capacity, of the Organization and its
Members.

66. The destiny of Tunisia is inseparable from that
of Algeria. Our future, like our distant or more recent
past, is the same. The freedom of Tunisia would be
but a reprieve, if the Algerian war continued amid the
indifference of the nations or ended with the victory
of brute force over justice, of might over right, of
oppression over freedom.

67. The responsibilities of the United Nations in
Africa have been adequately stressed. In Algeria the
Organization has a. great, delicate and urgent respon
sl,Mnty. Need I repeat what so many other speakers
havd said-that at this moment human beings are dy
ing, families are being deported, homes razed to the
ground and death sentences passed and executed?

68. The Government of the Republic of Tunisia has
been pleased and encouraged by the many statements
made from this rostrum in support of the just and
rightful cause of the Algerian people.
69. We ardently hope that the coming debate on Alge
ria Will effectively help to bring back peace, which is
so necessary for the peaceful development ofthe North
African region and for friendly and fruitful co-opera
tion between our African countries and the rest of the
world. As President Bourguiba said on UnitedNations
Day, 24 October, in 1958: .

"We must hope that the United Nations will'~ppose
the excesses of tyranny and tbe depredations of
greed. It is certainly able to do so, and has proved

it by stopping the bloodshedin Korea, by making ;
stand against tyratmy in Hungary., and by comba.ting
aggression on 'the Suez Oanal. We' must hope that it
will adopt an' eqUally worthy attitude in regard to
Algeria. so that it may reassure the small nations
restore. their faith in the rule of justice and con~
vince themt to greater effect, that the Un!t1ecllNations
is 81:111 an impregnable refuge for them and will al
ways be ready to protect them from the excesses of
tyranny. rr .

Two years later, these words are unfortunately still
fully ~....,plicable to the circumstances.

70. There is not only the question of Algeria. In the
tragedy of Palestine, too, might has supplanted right.
A people has been driven. out of its national territory.
In:. tragic circumstanQes, hund-reds of thousands of
buman beings have had to leave their country, which
is that of their ancestors, and live in refugee camps
near what were once their homes. Thus men who yes
terday lived in prosperity, honour and dignity are,
today, reduced to statelessness and to an existence
dependent on the relief supplied by the United Nations.

71. My country is not racialist; it abhors all racial
ism. We have never confused Judaism and Zionism.
But, while condeinning the anti-semitism wh!ch has
been put forward to justify the injustice committed
against the Arab people, we condemn the procedUl·")
which involves defrauding a people of. its rights, to
the advantage of another people. In other words we, ,
cannot agree that reparation can be made for the
crime of Nazism by the eviction of a brother Arab
people from its ancient homeland.

72. Nor can I forget that many of the Organization's
decisions on the Palestine question have not been car
ried out.

73. "This p~~ in our 'view, constitutes a per
manent source of cUsturbance and agitation in this
highly sensitive area and, therefore, a standingthreat
to world peace.

74. The problems of Algeria and Palestine and many
other problems cannot pr.event me from speaking of
a question which has recently arisen in Africa and
has led to a disturbing situation, highly dangerous to
international peace and security-the question of the
Congo (Leopoldville).

75. The Algerian war-in our view one of the most
serious problems Which, in recent years, has faced
the United Nations andthe conscience of its Member
states-has for some little time ceased to be the cen..
tre of world attention. Over the last few months, the
Congo has' taken precedence of Al~ria. 'The events
which have occurred tmd multiplied there within a
fairly short space of time are also of importance and
international,significance.

76. The crisis which has overtaken and is still af
flicting the Congo seems to have heencaused, in the
main, by the rather exceptional difficulties which that
country encountered at the moment when it ceased to
be a colony., Th~re has, we feel, been some over-hasty
criticism of the Congo on the score of its people's
political immaturity, its leaders' lack of experience,
and the inadequatenwnber of trained men ready to
assume the responsibilities involved in administering
a free state and to deal quickly with the many delicate
problems bound up with independence and the transfer
of power. There is no doubt in our minds that in this
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exion Belgium bears a heavy responsibility for speedy and effective assistance in the civil and mili
~t~~Ongneglect of one of its most compelling duties- tary spheres.
that of helping to train Congolese for administrative 81. Need I recall that, thanks to the United Nations,
positions, of gradually associating them in the man- more has been done in the Congo, in less than two
agement of their country's public affairs, and so of months, to evacuate occupying troops than Tunisia
preparing the young African Repub~ic for a stable and has been able to do in five years of independence?
harmonious future. It seems clear to us that the Brus- Even today, a great bastion of our port system is still
sels Government chose quite a different policy, which in the hands of occupying French troops, against the
might be summed up in the wo~ds "No '~lites', no will of the Tunisian Government, despite two appeals
trouble". This principle seems to have formed the to the Security Council, and notwithstanding the inter
basis of a colonial policy which was supposed to be vention ~d good offices of friendly countries.
far-sighted. The futility of that idea, and its dangers
for mankind and international peace, have been amply 82. other States have not been vouchsafed the aid
demonstrated by recent events in the Congo. which, thanks to the United Nations and by its agency,

the Congo has received in the organization of its ad-
77. While we might be prepared to understand the ministrative sy-litem. All this invests the Congo ex-
official explanations of the Brussels Government, periment with its significance and value on the plane
which has several times affirmed the purity of its of international relations. If this experiment were
intentions, this would not mean that we could absolve completely successful, it would constitute a promising
Belgium or minimize the role which its agents and precedent for the peaceful solution of decolonization
nationals have played in the Congo-a role most harm- problems. Such an experiment WOuld, in the eyes of
ful to peace and to stability. It is particularly hard some, have l;leen a precedent of incalculable signifi
to deny the part played by certain groups of vested cance if-thanks to the concerted action of Members
interests in the attempted secession of the provinces of the United Nations, acting strictly through and
of Katanga and Kasai. It is possible that Belgium is within the Organization-the improv(lment, if not the
officially pursuing a policy which, at the very least liberation, of the economy of a former colonial coun
some of its a.gents in the Congo are sabotaging. It is try had followed closely upon that country's political
probable moreover that the po.licy which Brussel.s has emancipation.
publicly laid down conflicts, Ul the day-to-day life of
the Congo, with that followed by certain senior civil 83. My delegation deeply regrets that the cold war,
servants officers in plain clothes or representatives the effects. of which are so disastrous for international
of econo:nic interests who 2"re still active there. This peace, has also become a factor exploiting the Congo
system of dual ;responsibi;lity: with its resulting con- situation for its own purposes.
fusion and anarchy, is somethingwhich for many years 84. The execution of the. Security Council's decisions
we in North Africa have known too well for us to be concerning military or civil assistance to the Congo
deceived by it today. has been the subject of criticism. My delegation still

believes that the action taken by.the United Nations
78. In any c~se it is incontestable that Belgiumbears in the Congo is in conformitywiththe Security Council
a glaring responsibility-direct or indirect, official or decisions. In all honesty and objectivity, we can only
unacknowledged-in connexion with the recent distur- Ge I h th t
bances in the Congo. I shall not try, in this debate, to pay a tribute to the Secertary-' nera, W om " a:
go again. into the whole question, on which my delega- body entrusted with the implementation of those ~e
tion has commented in sufficient detail during the cisions, and to his representatives, for the untirmg

devotion with which thev have performed this really
discussions in the Security Council and at the fourth impartial task ·of peace" and .international solidarity.
emergency special session of the General Assembly.

85. That is our belief, based on the facts themselves
79. But the case of the Congo reveals the devious and on the joint study of the situation, on the spot, by
ways in which colonies sometimes obtain their free- the Confer~nce of Independent African states held at
dam, and the often serious difficulties which African Leopoldville from 25 to 30 August 1960. This Con
peoples encounter in the task of consolidating their ference, in a statement adopted by it unanimously,
sovereignty and independence. paid a well-deserved tribute to the United NatiOnS for

the work of peace which the Organization had done in
the Congo. We consider, moreover, that it is in our
common interest,as the Leopoldville Conference
of Independent African states affirmed, to prevent
the Congo from becoming a battlefield in the war of
ideology•

86. Both in the Security Council and at the fourth
emergency special session of the General Assembly,
the debates have laid adequate stress on the need, in
the interest of international peace and security, to
keep this action in the Congo on its true basis of
international solidarity, genuinely neutral and dis
interested.

87. Our own experience, together With that of many
other countries formerly under foreign domination,
tends to prove that political liberatiOn ntayconstitute
but one stage on the road to true andeff{\ctive eman
cipation-that emancipation~infact, whichel\ables the

80. In a continent where colonial war has raged
for years, where racial segregation-despite United
Nations condemnation of it-is made into a principle

. of government, and where dearly repurchasedpolitical
freedoms are faced with the harsh facts of economic
dOmination and social dependence t the experience of
the Congo serves as a test. Africa is today the last
b~stion of colonialism. Many;'intheir insatiable greed,
cast envious eyes on the great resources of Africa's
soil and sub-soil. It was therefore easy to foresee
that the process of decolonizing the African countries
would encounter difficulties, whose number andgravi
ty would be proportionate to that greed and envy. For
this reason, among othe:rs, the United Nations ex
periment in the Congo is invested with special value.
It is in fact the first time that a young state, faced
With a. tragic situation jeopardizing its independence t

has appealed to the' moral conscience of the United
Nations and has received, from the Organization, such

!.'
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forrilerly persecuted communities to escape, once and ours6lves or refuse co-operation. While the formerly
for all, from the hort'or 3 of hunger, disease and igw- coloni~ed communities net;d peace for the rehabilita
norance. tion and reconstruction of their countries, peace is

equally needed by manldnd as a whole. In face of the
dangers involved by nuclear weapons, the need fer
peace .and calm is today the greatest of all the essen
tial needs of the j.nternational community.

92. Peace is, in the first instance, the absence of
armed warfare. It is, unfortunately, indicative of the
short-sightedness of those who today· are responsible
for the fate of manldnd that they should accept the
murderous war in Algeria as a necessary and, in any
case, geographically circumscribed evil, without any·
apprehension that the conflict might spread and de
generate into a general one.

93. Recent examples of locali~ed wars in Europe and
Asia have,. indeed, sufficiently proved that it is almost
always wrong to be so short-sighted and to think that
armed conflicts can still be dealt with by the same
methods that would be used in the case of a forest
fire-by digging fire-break trenches behind which the
fire can be left to burn the trees. It is our deep-seated
belief that peace is as indiviSIble as libertyor justice.

94. This will indicate how disappointed we .were to
learn of the fate of the Summit Conference in Paris,
from which the whole world had hoped so much. That
disappointment was further increased by the suspen
sion of Geneva negotiations on disarmament. We st111
think that, so long as mutuLal mistrust persists between
the great armed Powers, the arms race will continue
to be one of the gravest damgers for the very existence
of mankind. We are therefore convinced of the abso
lute and urgent necessity of finding the best possible
formula for achieving general and complete disarma
ment, cove~ing99th nuclear and conventional weapons
and" accompanied by effective control calculated to
restore mutual confidence.

95. We remain fully persuaded of the need to find a
practical solution, agreed upon by the two parties, to
the problem of preventing a surprise attack andending
nuclear tests for military purposes.

96. On the basis of these principles, we would not
despair of the wisdom of the men who are responsible,
not only for their own peoples\. but also for the future
of the entire human race. We\l'enture to hope for a
rapid improvement of the world atmosphere, opening
the way to a real and lasting"d6tente" in international
relations, which is an essential condition. for real,
general and complete disarmament.

97. The question of Mauritania, that of the plan for
further French nuclear tests in the Sahara, that of
racial policy in South Africa, that of Tibet, the strug
gle of the African peoples who are trying in various
ways to recover their dignity as free men and their
sovereignty as independent nations-such are some
of the important questions in regard to which my
Government's position will be clearly set forth, at
the appropriate time, during the present session.

98. All those questions, and others as well, derive
more or less directly from the problemof colonialism
itself. Tunisia, essentially an Mrican country andone
basically adhering to moral values, remains opposed
to any form of dom.ination of one.people by another.
From its nature, as well as by the deep conviction of
its people and its President, my country is fundamen"
tally opposed to all colonialism and all imperialism.

88. The experience in the Congo has for us a sym
bolic significance. in that it has raised the problem of
decoloni~ation in one complete instance and in all its
aspects-administrative, political, military, economic
and social. This problem, which called for urgent
solutions, gave Tunisia an opportunity of putting into
practice the principles of human solidarity which it
takes as its guide. The Government of the Republic
spared no. effort to make an immediate response to
the appeal from the sister Republic of the Congo and,
within the United Nations framework, furnished it With
all the assistance required. The three thousand Tuni
sian soldiers have already, in the Congo, made their
contribution in dead and wounded to the cause of
peace, and the best of our country's civilian tech
nicians are today making their experience available
for the task of reorgani~ing the administration, the
security and telecomunication services, the banks and
the health service.

89. The delegations from Asia, Africa and Latin
America are perfectly familiar with the economic and
social aspects of naticnal emancipation and their im
portance in the process of decolonization. This aware
ness, among the communities of the third world, of
the extent and gravity of their under-development is
a well known sociological phenomenon. It can, we
think, be best expressed, not so much with the aid
of statistical comparisons, but rather by what has
been called "the costs of mann, the purpose of which
is to furnish the individual with the material support
essential to his dignity as a free being. I need hardly
recall that there can be no true dignity in physiologi
cal and material want, in unemployment, in precarious
health conditions, or in ignorance.

90. I need not recall either, in this connexion, that
if the under-developed countries are to develop rea
sonably quickly and as international stability and co
operation, require, foreign aid in the shape of capital
imTestment and personnel is essential. That aid is a
duty in so far as it is agreed that under-d~velopment
is primarily the consequence of colonial expansion.
It is also a measure of justice in so far as the exploi
tation of these countries' resources and the trade
derived from such exploitation have been achieved at
the expense of the communities ruled. Such aid. sup
plementing the efforts andsacrifices necessarily made
by the newly independent peoples themselves, will
give to the phenomenon of decoloni~ationits full mean
ing, by opening for our countries the way to a rapid
and harmonious restoration of their economic and
social structures.

91. But no effort of this kind can go forward and
fulfil the hopes placed· in it W1less, as a primary
condition, men have peace in their hearts and can
contemplate the future without fear. Peace in our
countries, peace on our frontiers and among our
neighbours, peace in general-such is the necessary
framework for growth and for the co-ordination, on
a world scale, of the various forms ofprogress Which
it involves. The restoration of our economies has
never implied, in our minds, refusal to co-operate
with other countries, even though those countries be
our forme,r colonizers. In a world in which great
economic, social and even political units are being
built up, it is by no means our intention to isolate
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It Is true that in modern'times imperialism has as- of strict but active neutrality. However, Burma. does
sumed various forms, ideological as well as economic. not aim at setting up a new grOuping of neutral or
There has been ideological hegemony of a political or unaligned states, for, by the very nature of things,
social nature, and there have been economic struc- this would mean bloc policy, which in turn would re
turesimposed by force, under the pretext of ensuring sult in a further splitting of an already divided world.
the true welfare of the peoples concerned,or by per-
suasion, with the threat of force in the background. 105. Once again, the session ofthe General Assembly
All these forms have the same end and object-the opens in an atmosp~Jre of increased tension. We are
domination of one people by another. now witnessing a general deterioration in international

'7Jlations, especially among the great Powers, and
99. This session has been termed "the session of the protracted disarmament negotiations have yielded
Africa". That implies the idea of the end of colonial- very little result. The Paris Summit Conference, on
iam and the arrival of a genuine era of freedom, of which the entire world had placed such great hope,
brotherhood among the peoples and of co-operation oollapsed before it could get started. As all of us are
between equally sovereiWl and independent nationa, in aware, different reasons have been assigned for the
peace and in justice. collapse of the Summit Conference. The Soviet Union
100. The eyes "'~ the world are at present turned to- and its allies put the b!a'i.'ue entirely on the flight of
ward the General Assembly. All those-and they are U.l8 United states U-2 aircraft over Soviet territory
many-who, like ourselves, have placed their faith in an.d to the United states Government's assumption of
the Organization, in the principles. set forth in its responsibility'for it. The United states and its allies
Charter, and in its various org~s whose effective- maintain that the U-2 flight was used only as an ex
nass we have observed, are reposing great hopes in cuse, and that the Soviet Unioh hadnever any intention
this session. In spite of everything, I am convinced of letting the Summit Conference succeed. The Prime
that these hopes will not be disappointed. Minister of the Union of Burma~ U Nu, in the course

of his statement before our Chamber of Deputies on
Mr. Green (Canada)1 r :;.c;e-Presiflentl tooktbe Chair. 22 September 1960, observed:

101. U THANT (Burma): Since this is my first inter- "As we Wlderstand it, the! U...2 flight constitutes a
vention in the general debate, let me take this oppor- violation of international law. The American justi...
tunity of extending through .the Vice-President, the fication for the flight is new, andto us unconvincing.
very warm felicitations of my delegation to Mr. Boland Having said this, however, we are bound to add that
on his election as President of the General Asse~bly the U-2 flight, in our view, did not justify calling
at its fifteenth regular session. His election is a clear off the Summit Conference. As a peace-lovingcoun-
manifestation of the very high esteem in which the try, we deeply regret these unhappydevelnpments.
Members of the United Nations hold him personally All the patient and painstaking endeavours of years
and the courageous and virile country ~,f Irelandwhich by eminent statesmen throughout the world-and
he represents. among them I deliberately include Premier Khrush-
102. The proceedings in the Assembly at this session chev and Pres!dent Eisenhower-to reduce to prac-
are the focus of extraordinary attention all over the tical day to day terms the truism that there is no
world, both for the extreme urgency of most of the alternative to lleaceful coexistence, were swept away
problems listed on the agenda andfor the participation when the Summit Conference collapoed. With it, the
in its work by a number of distinguished Heads of possibility of armed conflict has correspondingly
state or of Government.' increased."
103. This session 1s also highlighted by a feature of 106. The collapse of the Summit Conference, of
very great historical significance: the admission course, disrupted negotiations on disarmament! which
aJuong us of seventeen new states-sixteen African is the most pressing problem of our time. My delega
states and Cyprus-all of which recently won their tion associates itself wholeheartedly with the resolu
independence. On behalf of the peoplo and the Govern- tion adopted bythe Disarmament Commission£! calling
ment of the Union of Burma, I wholeheartedlywelcome on all those concerned to resume negotiations on gen
their admission and offer to them our very sincere eral and complete disarmament. We believe it to be
congratulations on their newly won status~ The emer- of paramount importance that effective contact should
gence of these new states in Asia andAfrica and their never be broken among those most directlyconcerned
membership of the United Nations will certainly en- with this pressing problem.
hance the authority and effectiveness of this world 107. Against the background of this gloomy situation,
Organization. a silver lining is discernible. It is a fact that a fair
104. At the outset, let me reiterate Burma's firm measure of agreement has been reached on matters
conviction that the main obstacle to the settlement of of principle as well as of substance. Agreement ha.s
international problems and the achievement of a gen- been reached on several aspeots of nuclear testcon·~

ulne world peace is the unmitigated persistence ofthe trol, and every endeavour shoUld be made to maintain
so-called cold war, the chief feature of which is the this progress, both in and outside the United Nations.
sharp division of the world into two hostile ideological A willingness to aocept the other side's good faith is
camps, each one suspicious and fearful of the other, as great a stride forward to peace as a signed treaty .
and both scrambling to entice new recruits into their itself. A ban on testing, which will haltthe arms race,
respective ranks. Under such conditions an alignment ls an essential preliminary to a disarmament agree
With either of these two power blocs would do a ,griev'" ment. Such a ban· was at one time in sight, and we
ous disservice to the cause of peace. On the other were heartened that the big Powers hadbegunto speak
hand. Burma believes that peace cannot be achieved the same language. There was hope in the air. but
through passive neutralism, which would mean a with- .
drawal from the battle for peace. Hence, Burma has
consistently pursued, and continues to putsue, a policy
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the collapse of the Summit Conference once again
poisoned the atmosphere.

108. The disarmament problem cbanges its chare.cter
with every day that it passss. OnQs it could be framed
in. terms of the existing nuclear Powers getting rid
of their nuolear weapons. Now it is becoming a ques
tion of preventing potential nuclear P9wers from
manufacturing nuclear weapons at all. The Peopla~ s
Republic of China is no"'?! the most important of these
Powers. Even without outside assistance, that country
.is almost. certain, in the absence of political agree
ments, to bave its own bomb within a couple of years.
In the light of these facts, the rejection by this Gen
eral Assembly on 8 October of the proposal [A/4474]
even to incl~de in the agenda the item "Rep:rosentation
of China in the United Nations" is a demonstration of
our inability to J.·ead the signs oi the times and our
refusal to face raal1ties.

109. Modern diplomacy is in most cases a series of
conditioned reflexes. Whatever proposals come from
Moscow or Peking are sure to be denounced by the
West as propaganda. And whenever the West comes up
with a really worth-while proposal, it often gets the
same treatment from its antagonists. This is regret
tably true of the very abrupt Western dismissal of
Premier Chou En-lai's statement last July that China
would be prepared to conclude a peace pact that would
clear Asia and the Pacific of nuclear weapons. As
the Latin Americans are very desirous ofmaintaining
peace in thei;r region, and as the Africans are very
anxious to keep their region free from big power ri
valries, most Asians also welcome any move from
any quarter tc keep Asia fr~e from milltaryentangle
ments. In this context, Premier Chou En-lai's state
ment that there mus, be created in the Far East and
in the whole Pacific area a zone of peace, free from
atomic weapons, deserves very close attention. There
is ilO need to go into the merits of the proposal as
such~ A non-nuclear Pacific would be a greater step
towards a peaceful world than a, nuclear Pacific, in
view of thf. fact, that the People's Republic of China
has very great potentials ft)r the manufacture of atomic
weapons, and the United states of Amel'ica is already
a leading nuclear Power.

110. One m,ly very well question if the People's
Republic of China is sincere. It seems to my delega
tion that it is a pointless question, since the word
"sincerity" has long been droppedfromtlie~cabu1ary

of diplomacy. The only criterion that should be ap
plied to Peking's proposal is the more reliable one of
Whether it serves China's longo-term interests. It is
obvious that the People's Republic of China cannot
afford, with her very ambitious industrial revolution
ant: all the colossal cost it entails, to become a nu
clear Power also. Development in the one field im.··
plies some retardation in the other, in view of the
vast handicaps it has to go thrOUgh. The best way for
t1\e West to find out if Premier Chou En-lai was in
dulging in mere propaganda or not' would be to take
bis proposals at their face value and initiate discus
sions on them.

111. Let me hOW deal with the situation in Algeria,
wh:ch continues to cause deep concern throughout the
wOi"i,;:'!. Many representatives who preceded me have
dealt with the problem more or less co:mprehensively,
and therefore 1 will not attempt to narrate the events
which have taken place since the question came up
before the fourteenth sessi,i)n of the General Assem-

bly. The hostilities continue unabated with grievous
suffering and loss of human life. Over a million Al~'

rians rem.ain displaced and regrouped invarious parts
of Algeria. Impartial obaervers have testified to the
hardship and distress of the Algerians detained in
internment camps and priBons. The situation indeed
conUnues to embitter international relations and in
crease international tensions, thereby constituting a
threat to the peace of the world. Thel'efore, on 20 July
of tbis year, twenty-five Asian-African nations, in
clUding Burma, requested [A/4418 and Add.1] the
inscription of the question of Algeria on. the agenda
cf the Assembly at this session.
112. While dramatic changes have takenplace in what
was once called French Africa, the problemof Algeria,
to our regret, still remains unsolved. It will be re
called that in September 1958, eighteen French terri
tories, not including Algeria, ,were each given the
offer of, first, full integration with France as a De
partment of the French Republic; second, retention
of its present territorial status, with the right to
repl:'esentation in the French Parliament as hitherto,
or, third, membership in the new Community as a
fully autonomous unit. This offer was made on the
condition that rejection of the French Constitution by
any territory would mean its immediate secession and
the cutting off of all French assistance. Ofthe eighteen
territories offered this choice, Guinea rejected the
Constitution, thereby severing its connexion with
France completely. The remaining seventeen all ap
proved the Constitution, and of them, twelve chose to
become autonomous units within the French Communi
ty. The other five, consisting mainly of small terri
tories, decided to maintain tlle status quo. Of these,
only one is in Africa, this being French Somaliland.
The French Community, it will be noticed, fell short
of the BrWshrCommonwealth, in wnich it is possible
for a compiefely independent state to remain a mem
bere Earlier this year, th9 Constitution was amended
and the Community of today is, in all essentials, simi
lar to the Commonwealth, all its :members being
independent and equal in status.
113. I reoount these facts just to highlight the con
trast between the French treatment of Algeria and
of its other colonies. The smooth transition from the
French Union to the French Community and the re
vision of the Constitution of the Community to meet
the require:ments of the present era. reflect President
de Gaulle's realistic and statesmanlike handlingofthe
problem of its colonies. However, the President's
handling of the AlgerJ.an problem is far from grati
fying. Wn.11e the President has not abandoned the
principle of self-determination, ,which this world
Organization has advocated, he bas emptied the 'word
"self-determination" of all its meaning.
114" It is certainly regrettable that the Government
of France is now engaged in two wars, both equally
far from glorious. In Algeriao it fJ,ghts the Algerian
nationalists. In France, it is fighting French editors,
writers and intellectuals. And so far, it has won more
victories on the second tront. Since Aprilofthis year,
several French newspal'lerS and journals have been
seized; several books and publications banned or con
fiscated and authors arrested. Its successes in de
fending its honour against unarmed writers, however,
is poor compensation for its continuedfailure to defeat
the Algerian nationalists in Algeria. After six yea.rs
of pacification, .the Algeriannatlonallst forces are
stronger, better organized and better equipped· than
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117. Events in the Republic of the Congo will no doubt
have their impact on the evolution of other African
str~s, and the United Nations operations there are
a test of how far this world Organization can con
tribute towards the restoration of law and order in
the new Republic. The United Nations involvement in
the Republic of the Congo must be viewed as a test
case for this Organization. Its future is certainly at
stake. My delegation wishes to see the United Nations
ntaking a perceptible advance towards the con~eption

'of a world order. If it fails to make any headway in
its primary task of restoring law and order in the

116. The developments in the llepublic of the Congo
(Leopoldville) have graver implications for the Unflted
Nations'than anything that has gone before. It wilL be
recalled that the original purpose of its inteMention
was to replace the Belgian troops and to hold the fort
whlle order was being restored. The United Nations
forces had neither the mandate nor the responsibility
to cope with the next phase-the growing into,rnecine
strife among the. Congolese, which from time to time
assumed the character of civil war. This strife, at
one time, threatened to become an international con
flict. It is a matter for gratificationthat many leaders
of independent African states, with full cansciousness
of the gathering war clouds ()ver the heart of the Afri
can continent, which they rightly feel to be thpir own,
rallied to the help of the United Nations and averted
9. majo:r Q~tastrophe.
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ever. The great danger, of course, is that countries, young Republic, then the Organization is likely to re
not only those adjacent to Algeria, but others, may be lapse into the immobility and impotency e:8:perienced
sucked into the Algerian war 1£ it continues. Algeria, p4; one time by its p:fedecessor, the League of Nations,
in fact, is no longer a French problem, nor even an before its total collapse. My delegation, thert)fore,
Algerian problem; prolonged war has turnedthe coun'" considers it essential that the present enterprise
try into an internaUonal powder keg. Either President should not be allowed to break down. We feel that the
de Gaulle offers proper negotiations on the necessary United Nations must: in some sense, assert its le
guarantees for self-determination to the Algerian gitimate authority. in the Republic of the Congo, or
nationalists, or the war will be ~ntensified, and more lapse into humiliating passiVity.
and more of Africa will be drawn into the blood bath. 118 In i th th rwi f
No African Government, however desirous of good ., assess ng e success or 0 e . se 0 the
relations with France, will be able to maintain even Unit€d Nations operations in the Congo, we must look
fii ial neutrality much longer ; at the results in the context of the tangled events of

o C. tI the past few weeks. It will be recalled that the break-
115. The indications are that the war willbe resumed ing point in the situation was reached about the middle

. even more fiercely and bloodshedwill increase. There of August. By that time the United Nations Force had
is now a vast chasm between the President and the virtually secured. the primary objective for which it
Algerian nationalists struggling for their birthright had been sent there: the Belgian troops had left
of independence. The President wants negotiations although there are still indicationS that many of them
only on the issue of a cease-fire and envisages self- have come back as tech....nicJians-and a United Nations
determination in the form of elections under the contingent had established itsielf in Katdaga. The terms
supervision of French armed forces. The Algerian of reference given to tbe Sf~cretary-Generalbythe
nationalistliJ understandably cannot accept these con- Security Council had been fWJilled.
ditlons. It is difficult to imagine that the Algerian .
national1sf;s, after six years of revolution against the 119. My delegation has every 1J0nfidence that the
French would ever agree to exercise their vote under Secretary-General is sincerely and efficiently d!s
the sol~ control of the French army. The only way out charging his functions assigned by the United Nations.
of this !.mpasse seems to be to seek to implement the We have noted that each time a controversyhas arisen
principle of self-determinatioJll through the agency about his Congo mandate, the Secretary-General has
of some form of international action. However, my referred the dispute back to the Security Council. We
delegation still entertains the hope that thetwo parties are satisfied that all his authority is based solely on
concerned will enter bito "pourparlers", as to whose the 1ecisions of the Security Council. In thesecir
desirability th~re has been' general consensus of cumstances, my delegation does not see any need at
opinion in this world Organization, befnre any inter- present to modify his office or his functions or to
nationally supervised referendum is envisaged. Presi- reorganize the Secretariat. Any such course is not
dent de Gaulle, who is responsible for France's great only bound to retard the efficiency of the United
achievements in other parts of Africa, can surely Nations operations, but is sure to weaken the Organi
evolve a formula for Algeria, a formula based on the zation itself.
same principle of self-determination that has been 120. The world has never so desperately needed an
applied to the other territories. organization whose existence expresses not a Utopian

fantasy but the biggest international reality of all. It
symbolizes humanity's collective need for peace for
the sake of survival, a need which overrides the na
tional or ideological interests of any Member state.

121. The Congo affair has marked the start of a new
phase in the evolution of the United Nations. It is our
fervent hope that it will emerge as the world's indis
pensable agency for pouring 011 on troubled waters.
We must admit that the world is entering a period of
acute crisis, with the cold war at its peak, but the
most interesting and perhaps hopeful sign is that all
significant. campaigns involved in the cold war are
being fought out in the United Nations. The gathering
at this momentous session of the General Assembly
of an unprecedented number of Heads of state or of
Government itself is a tribute to the new importance
of the United Nations forum in world affairs.

122. Mrs. MEIR (Israel): With the admission of six
teen new Members we· all feel that we are in the .
presence of a revolutionary moment inhumanhistory.
These countries represent millions upon millions of
people who are now, for the first time, experiencing
sovereignty and freedom in the nlodern world. Nothing
is so debasing as national dependence and inequality,
and nothirig is so exhilarating as national independence
and equality. No nation has been ordained to rule over
others, or. has been fated to be ruled by others. And
I maintain that even the best fOl'eignrule cannot take
the place of self-rule. It is because thesebasic truths
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128. 'Ve, the neY· countries, have gained our inde
pendenoe in an era of man's greatest achievements.
In pa.rts of the world the standard of liVing and de
velopment have reaohed fantastic heights.. We should
not be told to go slow in our development; we should
not 1")6 told that the advances ofthe developed countries
have taken generations and centuries to attain. We
Qa11i10t wait. We must develop quiokly. As a friend
from Kenya who visited Israel said: "Must I walk in

,.~
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are today universally aocepted, that the new countries an age of jet planes just because those that nClw paVe
were welcomed in our midst with suoh genuin(!I joy. jets were walking generations ago? " . .

123. But, may I suggest that there are two da.ngers 129. This challenge is one not only for the new
that face those of us who have emerged as newly in- nations, but for the entire world. Muoh has been said
dependent State8: first, lingering in the past; and and done about what I would oall "first aid"; the shar
second, the illusion that politioal independence will ing of food; the transfer of surplus to the hungry. But
provide automatio solutions for all problems. I wish to say-we will never be really free as long

as our children need to be fed byothers. Our freedom
124. What do I mean by lingering in the past? It is will be complete only when we have learned to bring
natural that many new peoples should have unhappy, forth from our own soU tba foodthatwe need. The cry
and in some cases, bitter memories. It is understand- that goes out from. the African and Asian continents
able that many ofthem shouldfeel a sense of grievance today is: share with us not only food~ but also your
a~ainst their former rulers and should view their knowledge of how to produce it. The inequality in the
present plight as the legaoy of the past. It ia to them world today is not only in the gap of material things,
a painful paradox that, while some countries have but what is even more frightening, in the gap between
problems of surpluses and over-productlon, they those that literanly reach for the moon and those who
should have been left behind in poverty. As they look do not lmow how to reach efficiently into their own
about them at their lands, rich with minerals and soil to produce their daily needs.
vegetation-gold and diamonds, bauxite, iron and cop- .!' '

per coooa and ootton sugar and rubber-they must 130. To satisfy the h~ger 0..: the mind is no less
oo~e to the conclusio~ that it was. not God's will that urgent than to satisfy thfl nunger for bread. The ques..
they should be hungry. tion is how the world (')an or~1ze itself to span the

time-lag of generations and sh.are this knowledge with
125. How can we expeot Afrioans to be impressed those who need it. The soien~e and technology of our
by tbe feats of the. spaoe age, when so many of their Qentury that have bean available to the industrially
own people still are illiterate? You oannot expect the advanced States must be made available freely and
mother in an Afrioan village to be elated over the fully to the new nations towards the solution of their
advanoe of medioine in the 'World when ..,he ~ees her aoute economic, social and health problems.
ohildren suffering from traohoma, tuberoU1osis and .
malaria. All this must be understood. It is natural 131. The United Nations and its speoialized agencies
that all the suffering and degradation should be re- are devoting ever more attention to these orucial
membered Py these new free peoples. No people can problems. In particular, through the twin instruments,
build its futUre if it does not remember its past. But the Expanded Programme of T~chniOalAs:istanoe and
a people cannot live only by brooding over the past; it the Special Fund, skills and !mow-how are being
must invest all its energy and abilito- in the future. freely shared between nations at different stages of

Y economic progress, and latent resources are being
126. I speak an behalf of an ancient people whose survey~d any readied for development. The over-all
past for thousands of years has been full of tragedy, scope o~se activities is more than double today
racial disorimination and humiliation. It has been whal it was barely three years ago, but the artioulate
engaged in a continuous struggle to preserve its iden- need for such assistance has grown even faster. The
tity and its very survival-a struggle reaohing its urgent demands of the newly independent nations in
climax in our own lifetime, inthe Nazi design to reach particular make it imperative to increase the re
a "final solution to the Jewish problem" by genooide; sources at the disposal of the United Nations for this
that is, by the extermination of a whole people. Not purpose. From our own experience we know thebene
for one moment do we intend to forget all that. Nor fioial results of United Nations assistance, e.nd, within
have we forgotten that our struggle for our rights in the limits of our possibilities, we are willing to in
Palestine, under what became in effect a colonial orease our active participation in this great venture
r6glme, often took on tragic aspects. Yet, when we of international co-operation.
today survey our modest achievements, after thirteell 132. In an effort to help build a bridge between the
years of statehood, we know that they were attained two worlds-that of scientific progress and that of
not by grieving; with our memories of the past intact, national liberation-the International Conference on
we bent all our energies on the building of the future. Science in the Advancement of New states was con-
127. This leads me to the seoondofthe dangers whioh vened by the Welzmann Institute of Science and the
1 have mentioned, and wht.oh I am sure is apparent to Israel Ministry of Education at Rehovoth, Israel, a
all our friends sitang here for the first time. How few weeks ago. By the oiroumstances ':Jf her history,
well we all know that independence is not only a oul- israel feels a sense of kinship with e",oh of these two
mination of ardent dreams and aspirations. It is not worlds. We are a· part, however modest, of the- con
only a viotory after a long andheartbreaking struggle. temporary scientific and teohnological movement. At
It is all that, but it is also an overwhelming challenge.. the same time, we are one of the thirty-five nations
There are now innumerable problems and dangers to which have achieved their sovereignty since the United
be faC')ed. Nat10ns was founded, and with most of those new

nations we enjoy relations of friendship and mutual
respect. The object of the Rehovoth Conference, as
defined by its sponsors more than a year ago, was to
"explore the oapacity of science and technology to ad
vance the life of nations which have not yet reach~d
a momentum of development".

133. Those were the oiroumstanoes in whioh Israel
played host for two remarkable weeks to an inter
national gathering of unique oornposition. On the one
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this period, thus m\~king that area a majo],~ eoonomic
forct.\ in the world.
137. The Governor ()f the Brink of Israel, in a recent
address at the Confellence of the Board of Governors
of the International B,ank: for Reconstruction and De
velopment, pointed out that if 2 per cent of the annual
gross product of thebldustriaUzed nations that are
members of the Bank "ould be diverted into building
up the under-developed nations, this would represent
an amount of $17 j OOO million a year-an amountwhtoh
would impart a real momentum to the fQrward maroh
of the under-developed countries~One· should add to
this a similar contribution on the part of the vast and
rapidly increasing national product of the SoViet Union
and other industrialized countries outside tha Bank.
This, together with the potlslble sayings of the de
veloping countries themselv,es, c~d no doubt com
pletely t=ransform the present situation and ensure in
a not too distant future a happier lUe of ever-growing
opportunity for men everywhel'e on our earth.
138. This may sound extravagant, until we translate
it into terms of huma..'1. welfare\ fOr the greater part
of mankind. That welfare cannot be achieved by con
gratulatory speeches on Independence Day, but only
through F.. dramatic, pooled effort by the leading in
dustrial countries.
139. Allow me ~o turn now to the situation in the
Congo (Leopoldville)• At the outset let m.e make the
position of my Government and people clear. It is:
the Congo for the Congolese.
140. My delegation beHeves that the Congolese peo
ple, and they alone, have the right to decide under
what type of constitution they want to live. Moreover,
we SJupport the opinion that the fragmentation of the
naw States is not in the interest ofthe Afrioan peoples
themselves. Nobody who is ·sincerely a friend of the
African peoples would want to gain any political Or
economic advantage at their expense, and only their
enemies can wish to bring their continent into the
orbit of the cold war.
141. The United Nations must do everything possible
to prevent outside Powers from making the Congo, or
any other African country, a hunting ground for their
political interests. It is only the United Nations which
should be entrusted with the task of assisting the
Congolese people to solve these intricate and tragip
problems. Although we may not always be in perfeot
agreement with the Secretary-General, it is my Oov
ernmentfs opinion that he has most oonsoientiously
carried out his task in the Congo.

142" My delegationbeUaves that technical assistano~
to i:Ml ne..,v countries should flow throughvarious ohan
nel~:the '!.Tnited Nations, other multilateral arrange
ments, and bilateral agreements. But in. a troubled
situation like that in the Congo it is, we believe, ad
visabla that every kind of aid shouldgo through United
Nations chat'blels. This, of course, must be the situa
tion regarding all military aid to the Congo.

14S. My delegation wishes to express its sincere
hope that the leaders of the Congo will find a way of
pooling all their energies and talents for the oon'"
structive work so necessary fOr the welfare.of their
people.

144. A suggestion has been made that the offioe of
the seoretary-Get2eral should b\~ reorganized and

"(!) The governments of developJi'lg states should
regard the furth9rance of science and technology as
a major objective of th~ir national policies and make
appropriate provision for funds I and opportunities
to achieve this end.

"(2) In the secondary and higher educational eys
tems of new and developing States, accelerated
programmes should be undertaken with a view to
establishing li body of scientific workers and tech
nical experts.

"•••

"•••
"(9) Until such time as their own scientific man

power is adequate, new and developing states would
be well advised to seek t~e help of scientific ad
visers and experts from friendly cOWitries and
international agencies to help them develop a scien
tific pI'actio£" and tradition•••"

The Conference appealed to the more advanced coun
tries to extend such aid.

135. 'rile Israel delegation will return to this subjeot
in the appropriate Committee during thtssession. It
may be possible for the Gener&! Assembly to adopt a
resolution embodying some of the ideas which I have
here outlined.

136~ Now, while it is true that science andtechnology
can provide the keys of knowledge, a. major part of
the oapital needs for development must still be pro
vided from outside SOlU'ces. The International Bank
for Reconstruotion and Development and other inter
national agenoies are making splendid efforts to meet
these needs, but the resources at their oommand are
insuffioient to win the race against population pres
sures. What is required is an initialinjeotion of de...
velopment oapital on so massive a scale that it oan
put into motion self-perpetuating local foroes of. eOQ'"
nomio growth. It is ironic that at present the most
speotaoular expansion and the most rapid rise in the
standards of life are taking plaoe not in the backward
but in the advanced countries-and the gap is widening
every day instead of narrowing. No trickle of new
capital oan arrest this growing imbalance andprOmote
a better equilibritUll. I would m~!'ely mention that in
the last five years production in the United States has
increased 25 pel' cent; and, what is more startling,
in Western Europe it has increased 48 per oent in

hand, we had in our midst leading Cabi'l'let Ministers,
university presidents, technicians and higb- government
officials of many States, especially from Asia and
Africa, whose chief problem is that of supplement
ing constitutional freedom by a swifter economic and
social progress. On the other hand, we welcomed
eminent scientists whose achievements have trans
formed the pattern iL"1d prospect of life upon earth.
These two groups of men-the statesmenofdeveloping
nations and the leaders of modern science-strove
hard to come together in a genuine communionof mi;td
and spirit.
134. Forty nations were represented at the Confer
ence-more than half of them from Asia and Africa.
Also in attendance were representatives andobservers
from United Nations agencies and from foundations
concerned with development and education in new
societies. The Conference adoptedthe Rehovoth Decla- .
ration [A!4570l, which recommended that:
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should be composed of thX'ee sec:retaries instead of
one. It has further been suggested that each of the
thX'ee should have a veto power. In my delegationWs
view this practice would lead to paralysis. We have
the security Council with the veto power on decisions,
and we are now askedto create a system of veto power
on implementation. My delegationtherefo1:e associates
itself with the view that the present system must be
retained.

145. In the fateful debat.e on disarmament there is
one encouraging aspect: the general admission that
nobody could now win a world war. This may be a
basis for the hope that no side will wilfully begin a
war. But a war causedbymiscalculationinthis atomic
age can destroy all mankind, and it would really mat
ter ~ittle to us what the post-mortem findings might
be. The vital aim is that civilization remain alive.
146. It is extremely frustrating and terrifying for
us, the small nations, to listen to the debate between
the great Powers, for they are dealing with the fate
of all of us.
147. Is it not tragic irony that nothing seems to cre
ate such tension as the discussion of peace, disarma
ment and .coexistence? My delegation is inclined to
accept the explanation, put forth by several repre
sentatives, for the lack of progress. The real reasons
for failure in this field till now are fear and the lack
of confidence. Cannot the Powers concerned agree to
the assumption that all want peace and disarmament,
and then accept the prtlctical suggestion made by
Mr. Macmillan [877th meeting] for a technical study?
My delegation would respectfully make one further
suggestion: give the technicians a limited time-say,
three or six months-and during that time let the
Powers agree to a complete moratorium in the cold
war, in words and deeds. let the cold war cool off.
let us give the technicians, or rather the world, a
fair chance. What risk do we run if this il3 accepted?
Tho experiment may fail-but maybe it will succeed?
We dare not give up hope; the alternative is too
frightening.
148. Israel, on its part, is committed-to a policy of
disarmament; not only is it so committed generally,
but it has also adopted a specific policy in this field.
One of the planks in the Israel Government's pro
gramme, as approved by Parliament, is the complete
disarmament of Israel and the Arab States under
mutual inspection and control. We are not impressed
by lofty speeches on world disarmament and peace
by leaders who do not practice at home what they
preach abroad. Our area, the Middle East, is a trou
bled area. 9M an under-developed one. Neither Israel
nor its neighbours can afford an arms race; the needs
of the men, women and children of all our countries
cry out against it.
149. My delegation listened very s.ttentively to the
principles of peace, negotiation. preservation of the
United Nations Charter, as professed from this ros
trum [873rd meeting] by the President of the United
Arab Republic. We accept these praiaoworthy prin
ciples. And so I here ask the President of the United
Arab Republic: Is he prepared to do as he advises
Mr. Eisenhowexo and Mr. Khrushchev to do, namely, to
meet and negotiate? Is he prepared to meet Mr. Ben
Gurion, the Prime Minister of Israel, for negotiation
of peace, or at least an agreement on non-aggression?
And we put the same question to the King of Jordan,
the Prime Minister of the lebanon and all the other

..
Arab leaders. On behalf of my Prime Minister, I say
he is prepar~d for SUch a meetIng without any pre
conditions, immediately, here or at any other place
proposed to him.

150. Israel welcomes the plea by the President of
Ghana for the reoognition of the political realities in
the Middle East and is willing to accept his suggestion
for finding means to make it "impossible either for
Israel to attack any of the Arab states or for the Arab
States to attack Israel" [869th meeting, para. 85]. We
were also strUck by the wise words of the Prime
Minister of Nepal, when he said that "the solution of
the problem confronting the Middle East lies in the
direction of recognizing and accepting the political
realities that prevail there today" [878th meeting, .
para. 208] and called for a "realistic and practical
solutionIf [ibtslr] of the Arab-Israel conflict. Th3
President-elect of Uruguay, too, issued an eloquent
call for a negotiated peace. The Foreign Minister of
Guatemala and other representatives made similar
pleas.
151. In the course of this debate Ci' number of Arab
spokesmen have attacked my country and tried to re
write the history of the events which attendedits birth.
I do not propose taking up the time of the Assembly
by replying to anyofthese representatives individually
or correcting the manifold distortions in their state
ments. I will confine myself to a few general obser
vations, for the sake of the record and for the benefit
of those delegations which are not familiar with the
backgroWld.
152. The President of the UuitedArab Republic spoke
of an error in the Middle East that is to be corrected.
May 1 be allowed to quote here only one of his many
prQ.no~eements illustrating the method of correction
he evidently has in mind? Referring' to Israel in a
speech before the Executive of the National Union at
Damietta on 8 May 1960, President Nasser said: "We
hereby proclaim our determination to retrieve our
rights by the force of our arms."
153. I ask: Is this according to the United Nations
Charter? Is this in acoordance with his call for peace?
Is economic boycott, as practised by the United Arab
Republic against Israel" in keeping with the Charter
and with his lofty 13ronouncements of peace on earth?
And do decisions of the Security Council bind the
United Arab Republic, or does it enjoy a special eta
tus? If the United Arab Republic is not prepared to
implement the security Council's decisions on the
question of shipping in the Suez Canal, then how will
it base its right, if elected to the Security CouncU,
to tell others that there must be no war or threat of
war, that all questions must be resolved by peaceful
negotiations, and that Security Council deoisions must
be observed?
154. Now, whl.lt is the error in the Middle East that
certain Arab spokesmen desire +'0 see corrected? Is
an indepetldent Jewish state in that area an accident
or an innovation.? Every mOWltain. every valley in
our country, as mentioned in the Book of Books, tells
of OUT belonging, of our being there. The years of
dispersion form one of the most tragic chapters in
human history, but also a unique chapter of faith and
determination-the story of a wandering people, scat
tered all over the world, alwayl3 remembering where
it came from and never for a moment giving up its
hope and determination to return. Massacres, hate,
humiliation, discrimination-that was our lot. We with-
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161. I reject the contention that when I say this,! am
saying something contrary to anyUnited Nations retJo
lution. The General Assembly resolution of 1948(194
(Ill)] is frequently invoked in this respect, and just
as frequently misquoted.
162. Moreover, I do not believe that Arab spokesmen
are in a fitting moral position to be sanctimonious
about United Nations resolutions. The Arab states
not merely refused to implement the partition resolu
tion of 1947, but by the force of arms tried to annul
it. The Arab aggresSiOl'l in Palestine against Israel
and the United Nations is the one and only reason for
the existence of the Arab refugee problem. Yet, in
spite of that we permitted the return into Israel of
more than 40,000 Arab refugees on humanitarian
grounds in order to permit the reunion of famUies.

163. It is also a fact that the Security Council reso
lutions calling for free and unhampered navigation
in the Suez Canal have been and still are openly defied
by the United Arab Republic.

164. Ever sinoe the Arab aggression, ~gainst Israel
in 1948 we have called on our neighbours to negotiate
in order to settle all problems at issue between us
and to conclude a pea,ca. So far they have refused to
do sO and they insist on maintaining a state of war
against Israel, a fellow Member of the UnitedNattons.

165. We again call most solemnly to the leaders of
the Arab states: let us sit down in, a free, not pre
COnditioned conference, to discuss peace. We are
convinced that that' is the only realistic approach.
And when there is peace between us, let us with united
strength develop the entire region for the welfare of
all our peoples.
166. I wish to turn now to a subject which seems to
my' delegation to be of extreme importance. The life
of the United Nations is not becoming simpler but,
on the contrary, more difficult and it seems to us that
there is one way only to keep this Organization, upon
which the hopes of the entire world depend, alive and
active. That is to live up strictlytothe United Nations
Charter. The Charter does not allow for a state of
war among Member states; the Charter does not al
low for boycott of Member states; it is not in keeping
with the spirit of the Charter to bring pressure upon
one Member state in order to prevent it from having
diplomatic, relations with another Member state. A
propaganda of hate is contrary to the spirit of the
Charter. We believe that compromising with prin""
ciples does not assure the efficient functioning of the
United Nations.
167. And, in conclusion, we wish to saythe folloWing.
The United Nations has come sufficiently near the
brink for all of us to behold the abyss; it is large
enough to swallow all'of us, big and small. It is time
for us,the small nations of the world, the new nations
just beginning our own indePendent lives, to cry out
in unison to the big Powers: You must come to some
modus vivendi in this world by which weal! can live
in peace. You must find a way for disarmament and
11ft the threat of the, scourge of war from over our
heads.
16B.We small countries have the moral right to make
this plea. But moral rights impose responsibilities•
The moral right and status of the small countries~
entlrely dependent on their readiness at all times to
conduct their own mutual relations in strict accord
ance with ,the Charter of the Organi~ation, tocomwse

897th meeting - 10 October 1960-----------------_._--------------------------_......._--
stood ,all that only because we never gave up'hope, for
national' independence and individual dignity. And did
the desert in Israel bloom as long as we were in
exile? Did trees cover the Judean hills, were marshes
drained? No-rocks, desert, marshes, malaria, tra
choma-this is what characterized the country befQre
we came back.
155~ In 1947, when the United Nations by amore than
two-thirds majority' took its decision' [resolution
181 (11)] on the establishment of the Jewish State, it
was 'we' who called upon the" Arab population in the
country and the Arab States to implement this decision
in peace with us. Instead, on 15 May1948, seven Arab
armies marched' across their borders, to "correct
the error" of the United Nations, ,with the proclaimed
purpose of destroying the resolution by force of arms,
of wiping out our cities, villages and population. We
had to meet the invading armies virtually unarmed,
and the flower of our youth fell upon the battlefields
defending their homes and families and the honour of
their people. Their graves are scat~eredacross our
countryside.
156. And then came the call by the Arab lemders to
the Arab population'in Israel to leave immediately,
promising them that within a matter,ofdays they would
be back to divide among them the spoils of the Jews
who wouldhv~ve been thrown into the sea.

157. We are the last people to be insensitive to the
question of refugees. We are theclassio people of
refugees. Over the last twelve years we have accepted
over a million refugees into' Israel, of whom over
500,000 came from Iraq, Yemen, Egypt, SyI'ia and
other, Arab lands. No Jews came out of the country
represented here by Mr. Shukairy because no Jew. is
allowed or has ever been allowed ever to live there.
Three hundred thousand Jews came from displaced
persons' camps in Germany, Italy and elsewhere.
Three years after the war, these ,wretched remnants
of Europe's Jewry,six million of whom were slaugh
tered,?y the Nazis, were still the unwanted people,of
the'world. They had no seven Jewish states to receive
them. They had only the reborn state" of Israel.

158. Those Arabs on the other hand who left our
country did not go into strange lands; they crossed
the borders into the same countries from which the
invading armies came. They speak the same language,
they hold the" same religion, they are of the same
culture. Why are' they not' absorbed, as we absorbed
our refugees; as we housed and employed the 240,000
Arabs that are in Israel today; and the half million
Jews that left the Arab countries and were forced to
leave everything behind them?, They oarne to us naked.
sick and without skill, but they have become a vital
factor in our development0

159. There has been a great homecoming of ourpeo
pIe, not, as has been suggestedhere, ofpeople dragged
through Zionist machinations from comfortable and
happy hOmes elsewhere; in the main, those that came
were destitute refugees. They are our own brothers,
and we have welcomed them and' given them a new
life with us, whatever the sacrifices and burdens that
it entails, and we will continue to do, so.

160. As to the solution of the Arab refugee problem,
objective observers ha:ve said over and over again
that there is one·fac.,tor and one only standing in the
way, and ,that Is the, political policy of the Arab
leaders.•

•
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the differences between them by peaoeful means, to
co-operate for their mutual progress and by sa doing
make their own essential contribution to the cause of
peace and the progress of m.anldnd.

169. The PRESIDENT: 1 call on the representative
of Ghana in exercise of the right of reply.

170. Mr. ASANTE (Ghana): In a statement before
the General Assembly on 7 October, Mr. Garin, the
Chairman of the Portuguese delegation1 made an un
founded allegation against the President of Ghana.
Perhaps I may remind you of what Mr. Garin said:

"At this point, I must confess that it was pain
ful for me to hear the President of Ghana saying
that what he called, probably in a facetious vein,
'the Portuguese arrangement' was repugnant to any
concept of African freedom. It appears then that the
President of Ghana shares l:I. politicalphilosophyac
cording to which Africanfreedom is incompatible and
cannot coexist with multi-racial countries or socie
ties, free as they may be, on account of some kind of
inevitable conflict of races andcultures. The gravity
of such a concept is undeniable, partiCUlarly when
applied to the African continent where so many
multi-racial societies and countries exist. For our
part, we repudiate any concept of racial exclusive
ness. Throughout our history, we have ~lways re
jected racialism, either ethnically, culturally or
politioally, and we are not prepared to accept it
now, despite the meaning we read into the words of
the President·of.Ghana." [892nd meeting, para. 32.]

171. Here indeed is a clear implication that the
President of Ghana was preaching racialism, that he
was calling for an all black Africa, that he wanted all
the non-black Africans thrown into the sea. And what,
in fact, did the President say? I can do no better than
quote the actual words of the President of Ghana:

"Portugal, a member of. the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization has by her metropolitan law claimed
the territories she has colonized in Africa as an
integral part of Portugal. I have alwa~s emphasized
that Africa is not, and can never be, an extension
of Europe, and this Portuguese arrangement is re
pugnant to any concept of African freedom." [869th
meeting, para. 43.]

172. That was all the President said on "the Portu
guese arrangement". It is needless to explain that my
President was referring to the Portuguese arrange
l'nent, by means of which an African territory is, by
the stroke of aPortuguese pen in Lisbon, made a part
of Portugal. By this device, modern colontalists
hope to avoid discusf.}ion of their dark deeds in this
Assembly.

173. The President of Ghana spoke against the dis
ingenuous attempt to enslave Africans, and not in
support of racialism. The Government of Ghanamain
tains that no African wants to be a Portuguese or any
other European. Too long has it been the fashion to
disparage the African character.. Africa is no e~en

sion of Europe and any diaingenuous attempt to main
tain an inglorious colonial r~gime in Africa by an
extension of the boundaries of Europe into Africa will
constitute a threat to world peace. It i.s the hope of
the delegation of Ghana that members of the Assem
bly Will not be lulled to sleep by the suggestion of
Mr. Garin that all is qUiet in Angola and the other
Portuguese territories. The situation is explosive. It

was quiet in the ex-.Belgian Congo not' long ago. The
peaceful atmosphere which Mr.· Qarin ascribed may
well be the calm before the storm,

174. No amount of misrepresentationof my President
by the Chai't'man of the Portuguese delegation will
alter the facts that a raging hurricane blows over
Africa today and in its wake the pleaof Africa is per..
sistent and clear: "Leave Africa alone to develop and
project its own African personality."

175. Portugal attempts to stem the tide of history
by a futile legalistic device and holds before us the
counterfeit spectl'\~ of a racial partnership in which
a handful of indigenous Africans, joined by thebulk
of Portuguese settle:rs and expatriates, oppress the
vast majority of Afrioans whose lot is a mixture of
forced labour, ignorance and squalor. It is this device
which the President of Ghana deplored, and not the
existence of different races in the same country, as
the Chairman of the Portuguese delegation wouldhave
us believe.
176. Portugal may well feel strongly about a civiliz
ing misf:)~on in Africa and the need to carry the forms
of government and the conditions of modern Portugal
into Africa. All we ask is that Portugal recognize the
fact that Africans may well feel differently. Africans
may not think much of what goes on in Portugal today.
Above all, they want to be Africans andnot Portuguese.

177. The PRESIDENT: I call on the representative
of Guatemala who wishes to exercise his right of
reply.

178. Mr. CORONADO LIRA (Guatemala) (translated
from Spanish): At the General Assembly's 892ndmeet-
\!ng,,.-.on 7 October 1960, the Cuban representative,
exercising his right of reply, made what he called a
true and serious accusation.,
179. I shall now, also exercising the right of reply,
address myself to that accusation, which involves un
founded charges against my country. The accusation
made by the Guatemalan Government on 5 October
was not refuted by the Cuban representative; on the
contrary, resorting to his usual language, he made a
series of slanderous charges against Guatemala.

180. The first thing that occurs to Mr. Roa-who in
.this follows the Red,tactics adoptedbyhis Government
whenever a country repudiates communism-is that
that sovereign country has fallen into the clutches of
the United States. Just as today he I~ccuses my Gov
vernment,. Mr. Roa stated at Havana, on a television
programme, that various LatinAmerican Governments
were also under the influence of the United States.

181. My delegation wishes to make it quite clear that
Guatemala isa sovereign, free and absolutely inde
pendent State, which is no one's tool; that its present
Government derives its authority from an electoral
process in which the people freely expressed its will;
and consequently, that the political life of Guatemala
is governed by an absolutely democratic and consti"
tuti?nal system involving free ohoice.

182. Would that Mr. Roa were able to say that the
Government which he represents derived its authority
from a popular 'Vote and not from a successful armed
uprising, supported· by bayonets, and would that that
Government were also subjeot to choice, instead of
the intention being that Prime Minister Castro, as he
himself has publicly announced, should be succeeded
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183. The Government which is really trapped is that
represented by Mr. Roa in this Assembly: it has
fallen into the clutches of Muscovite communism. It
accordingly follows the policy of continually attack
ing Guatemala, with a view to changing Guatemala's
present democratic institutions, since communism
cannot forgive Guatemala for being the first country
in the world in which an entrenched communist r~gime
was overthrown by the sovereign will of its free
people.

184. I say that Cuba has entered the Soviet orbit,
because nothing else can be said of a Government
whose Prime Minister assumes all the three powers
of the State and exercises them with no restriction
whatever; of a r~gime which overturns the legal sys
tem, overrides the principles of law and punishes
indiscriminately, first those whom it calls war crimi
nals, then those who merely oppose it, and finally
those who do not think like it. It restricts proper
ty rights, nationalizes industry, confiscates landed
property, intervenes in public utilities, eliminates
private initiative, places transport, education, the
professions. labour, agriculture, mining and business
under its control. violates individual freedom, sup
presses the right of habeas corpus, muzzles the
Press, and imposes itself, by terror and force of
arms, on workers. students and peasants.

185. According to Cuban Soviet mentality. individuals
and countries are moved by venality alone, and hence
Cuba's frequent allegations that my Government is
the creation of a fruit company and acts accordingly.
This has become an old refrain of the Castro r~gime.

Anything that opposes its communist system must
have been suborned by foreign monopolies or by the
United states Department of State.

186. The Cuban dictatorship cannot conceive that
anyone might disagree with it except for venal reasons.
The Cuban Ambassadors at posts of vital importance
for Cuba such as Rome, Washington, London and Bonn,
and in American countries like El Salvador and Hon
duras, who have resigned from the service of their
Government, belong to those who have "sold out" to
the North Americans. And in this connexion there
might be noted a curious precedent whioh has been
established in regard to diplomatic asylum: the Cuban
Ambassadors who happened to be intheirowncountry,
in Cuba. have Bought refuge in foreign Embassies.

187. In the Castro view, the journalists who, in the
oonviction that they can no longer serve a policy in
spired by Peking and Moscow. seek asylum in for
eign countries are not oitizens exercising freedom of
opinion in regard to their country's interests, but are
simply men who have succumbed to the lure of foreign
gold.

18B. We Guatemalans have heard quite enough about
the so-called "case of Guatemala", a phrase which
seeks to convey the idea that our country has been the
victim of aggression by a Power on this Continent.
This, as our Foreign Minister has emphatically stated
[874th meeting], is absolutely false. It was the people
of Guatemala who, tired of the continual violation of
its freedom and of the massacres of the people per
petrated by the communist hordes of Arbenz GuzmAn,
the present prot~~ of the Castro r~gime. in June 1954
waged the battle of liberation Which overthrew that
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Government. No foreigners intervened in the libera
tion of my country, and Castro's followers know this
very well, because, when the liberation movement was
in preparation in 1953, the so-called Spanish Republi
can General Alberto Bayo offered us his pamphlet on
the Republican guerrillas, which we refused because
we wanted no foreign interference. Great was our
surprise to learn that the instructions in these pam
phlets were being used by the guerrillas in the Sierra
Maestra and that, after his victory in 1959, a gentle
man named "Ch~" Guevara published the pamphlet
which we in the Peninsula had rejected five years
before, under the title Guerra de guerrillas (Guerrilla
Warfare), and had it introduced into Paraguay, Peru
and other Latin American countries in order to foment
communist subversion in the continent.

189. The Cuban representative says he is not sur
prised that from time to time we accuse his Govern
ment of attempting to subvert the internal order of
Guatemala; he shrugs this off by sayingthat the alarm
clock will ring at the hour for which it is set. Indeed.
Mr. Roa, that clock is being set by the present Cuban
Government in its constant attempts at aggression,
and on each occasion it sounds the alarm of my coun
try. I have here a cable commenting on the report in
the daily newspaper Revoluci6n, the organ of Castrots
26th of July Movement, which fully confirms the fa.ct
that an armed schooner. La Cubana, was observed off
the coast of Guatemala and fled under the machine
gun fire of our air force. It further confirms that the
schooner was obliged to douse its light!' and hastily
make for the Mexican coast. but that it ran agroWld
at Cozumel. I am reminded of the legal axiom used
by Mr. Roa: nIf one party confesses, no evidence is
needed." There is only one small discrepancybetween
the version given by the official Cuban newspaper and
the charge levelled by my country: while we assert
that the vessel was attempting to land a cargo of
arms, the Cuban Government wishes us to believe
that, although the extremely rich fishing grounds off
the coasts of Campeche and Yucat~n, in MeXico, lie
less than 200 miles from Cuban territory, the Cuban
vessel made a very lengthy voyage of more than 500
miles in order to arrive at the exceedingly poor fish
ing grounds off the Atlantic coast of Guatemala.

190, And it was on the basis of this attempted un
loading that we made a complaint before the General
Assembly [874th meeting) and that the Government of
my country issued the communiqu6 On the subject, to
which the Cuban representative, maliciously and with
his traditional reliance on fraud and calumny, has
added the claim that United states military bases,
the existence of which I emphatically deny, have been
established in my country.

191. Mr. Roa states that everyone is well aware of
the tactics which the state Department employs to
overthrow a Government wishing to free itself from
United states economic exploitation, and which consist
of appealing to anyone of its lmown satellites in order
to use it as a base for operations against that Gov
ernment: and he added that my country was a victim
of those taotIcs in 1954. Apart from the fact that that
statement is completely false, as we have many times
repeated. my delegation would like to know which sup
posed satellite. in the Cuban representative's fertile
imagination. was asked to help in order to overthrow
the communist r~gime of Jacobo Arbenz Guzmlin.
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necessary because of the impending Cuban invasion,
as I shall state later an.

199" Sec()nd. The detachments of troops stationed on
my COUlltry's Atlantic coast are there solely in virtue
of the most elementary right of self-defence, to repel
landing attempts such as. that made by the armed
schooner La Cubana.

200. Third. The areca of Retalhuleu is one ofthe most
prosperous of the Guatemalan :Republic's western
regions, and·for that reason it has been provided with
an airport to meet its commercial needs. The airport's
existence is no secret, since its inauguration was at
tended by the entire diplomatic corps. Only someone
completely unacquainted with Guatemalan geography
could assert that goods would be landed at the airport
of the port of SanJos~foroverlandtransport to Retal
huleu, when the two airports are separated by only a
few minutes' flight.

201. Fourth. With 'regard to the Poptdn airport, to
which the Cuban representative Mr. Roahas referred,
we are happy to inform him that it was brought into
being by the Government of Mr. Ar~valo and enlarged
by the Government of the communist Jacobo Arbenz
Guzm4n, who is a great friend and prot~~ of the
r~g1me represented here by Mr. Roa and who, I sup
pose, would not have improved it in order to use it
against his present benefactors.

202. Fifth. The Cuban representative claims, with a
great show of anger, that a large stock of arms and
other military equipment exists in the town of Gracias
de Dios. But to my knowledge, there is in Guatemala
fortunately, and God, indeed, be thanked for it-no
town called ItGracias de Dios", much less an imagi
nary military stockpile in a non-existent urban area.

203 Sixth. The airport at Carmelita del Pet~n, also
mentioned by Mr. Roa, serves, as all Guatemalan
ab:'ports do, commercial aviation as well as the needs
of our air force.

204. Seventh. Tourists come to Guatemala and are
welcomed there, as in any other place that attracts
them, and it is ridiculous to come beforethis Assem
bly and accuse these tourists of being pilots in dis
guise, military te.chnici8.l1S and international pirates.

205. Eighth. My delegation declares absolutely false
the. statement by Mr. Roa that Guatem.alahas atJquired
b6n1tib.rs at the high coat of $500,000 each,· at a time
when my country is exr~riencing a financial crisis
which prevents it f:rom proceeding with work neces
sary to its material progress; it is also untrue that
there are at the La Aurora airport bombers with
Cuban markings. This airpo!'t is an international one,
used by aircraft of all nationalities, and anyone can
see the installations there.
206. It has thus been clearly shown that it is not
Guatemala which is trying to interfere in the domes..
tic affairs of another American country, but rather
the reverse:. it is Cuba which, as I said before, is, in
accordance with communist practice, attempting to
SUbvert other American countries, and especially \
Guatemala, where the commmdsts, as they have not
forgotten, received their first defeat.

207. We do not, like the Cuban delegation, speak on
the basis of fabrications. Mr. Fidel Castro's saying,
that the objectives of the Sierra Maestra must be ex
tended to the Andes, is well known. The invasion of
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192. In its statement of 7 October [892nd meeting],
the Cuban delegation accusedus ofhavinggiven asylum
to persons whom the Oastro r~gime was pursuing,
and whom it oalled "hardened war criminals" and
"'sepoys' of the international conspiracy". Apart from
pointing out that sepoys were Indian soldiers in the
service of a European Power, I must state that my
country scrupulously observes the right of asylum
which is one of the greatest achievements of Latin
American law-and has granted that right to political
refugees within its proper limitations; thus-for the
information of the Cuban delegation-it has expelled
those who have abused that right by attempting to
engage in political actiVity against the present Cuban
Government.

193. I shall proceed to refute, one by one, the sub
stantive allegations pointing, in the fertile imagination
of the Cuban delegation, to intervention against his
country, allegations which were publishedinthe Cuban
review Hoy some weeks ago; bl.o.-t first I should like
to consider how much reliance can be placed on the
representatives of Mr. Fidel Castro.

194. Did we not hear on 6 January 1959 from the lips
of Mr. Castrc, when he arrived at the Presidential
Palace at Havana, these words, which I quote: "I re
peat my unconditiona~support for the President ofthe
Republic"-a President who hadbeen appointedbefore
hand by the revolutionary "junta" at Miami? When he
assumed the duties of Prime Minister, did he not re
peat the same idea when he made the following stat~

ment, which I likewise quote: "I shall be here as
long as I enjoy the confidence of the President of the
Republic. It would be superfluous for me to reaffirm
my respect for the hierarchy." We all knowthe extent
to which those oaths were kept so far as ~he President,
Dre Manual Urrutia, was concerned.

195. Who can swallow the accusations made by the
representatives of Mr. CaBtro, who, on the occasion
of his triumphal entry into Havana after the success
of his .revolution, stated to Mr. Wangiiemert, a jour
nalist, the following, and I quote: "Withjn a period of
eighteen months, more or less, there willbe elections.
The political parties }\'ill be organized within eight to
ten months.n It is unnecessary to saythat these words
were uttered more than twenty months ago.

196. Who can believe a person who on 27 January
1959, in Venezuela, gave the following assurance,
which 1 quote: "We shall also have acongress in Cuba
within less than two years." 1 should like to know who
can give credence to a person who has committed all
the acts that are known to us within the short space
of twenty months, yet who, in February 1959, used
these words, which I quote: "What are our procedures?
Well, absolute respect for human rights, for the human
person•••" How easy and convenient it is tohave Mart!
on one's lips and Marx in one's heart!

197. I Shall now deal with the Cuban accusations.

198. First. It is not true that, as the Cuban repre
sentative asserts, ~dventurersof some kind are enter...
ing my country; it is an even grosser falsehood to
olaimtbat such adventurers are receiving military
training at the "Inca" or any other estate. Nor is it
true that the Ministry of Defence has prohibitedflights
in that region. With regard to the "Helvetia" estate,
we have there atraining centre for counter-guerrillas,
the instruction being given to our own troops; this is
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Z/Seventh Meeting of Consultation of Ministers of Foreign Aff~irs of
the American Republics, held 111August 1960.

212. On special instructions fro~ my Government,
and by means of this statement in the Assembly,
I make the accusation, before the world, that Guate
mala faces imminent invasion by an expeditionary
force, organized, trained and financed in Cuba, which
is composed of Cuban and international communist
adventurers and is headed by the Guatemalan com
munist J acobo Arbenz Guzmdn. 1 say this invasion is
imminent because it has been fixed fora few weeks
from now.

213. If Cuba considers itself no less innocent than
Guatemala, now is the time for that country to prove
it, by agreeing to the Committee's visit.

214. The Cuban representatives have often claimed,
at internatiOnal gatherings, that they represent the
peoples of America. !t is still fresh in our memory
that Mr. Roa, on walking out of the San Jost1 (Costa
Rica) Conference,.V said: "1 am leaving with my peo
ple and with me go all the peoples of America." He
has said substantially the same thing here, as if re
garding himself; as repreeantinlg all America. No,
gentlemen, you. do not reprf"sent America. Latin
America is cornposed of C'lOvernments whose powelO
derives from i:he will of the people expressed by
means of elections. And when anyone. speaks roY<'lU
of elections, you at once call. him a "m-uuthpiece olf
bourgeois ideology" and a "laclc-.ey of North American
imperialismft, as the official Cuban orgall Hoyhas
just called Haya de la Torre, who had ao~d for elec
tions in Cuba. And in your Havana Dt,~lara\tion, you
arenotestabiishing a new political doctrine ~ but are
going back to the primitive era in which vot.ing was

208. Cuba's persistent interference in Guatemala's
internal affairs has taken the form, for example, of
the sending of money to convert the observance of
1 May into an anti-Government demonstration, the
instigai:ion -of strikes, the printing of bulletins, the
distributing ofpamphlets, the devising of acts of ter
torism which have unfortunately taken a toll of inno
cent lives, the sending of "agents proyocateurs" and
indoctrinators, and the convertingofthe Cuban Embas
sy in Guatemala into a centre for conspiracy against
the present Government. All this has made it neces
sary for Guatemala to reinforce the precautionary
measures which it had patiently been taking, to break
off diplomatic relations with Cuba, and subsequently
to place itself on gUard against. aggression. .

209. What else could we do in view of the evident
fact that the communist ex-President of Guatemala,
Jacobo Arbenz Guzm4n, lives in Havana at the invi
tation of the Castro r~gime and receives every killd
of economic and military assistance for the training
of an invasion force with· the mission of overthroWing
the present Government of my country? All sorts of
honours are showered upon him-if it can be called
an honour to sit in the presidium together with the
Cuban leaders. His statements are conveyed to the
World by the Cuban Government· news agenoy Prensa
Latina, which reproduced, On 2 September 1960, a
declaration by him which I now quote: .

, .ItGuatemala Will soon be liberated and become
democratic once more, beoause our people is re
Solved to pursue·the struggle in the manner of you,
the Cubans. My Government made the mistake of
not shooting the dictatorship's hangmen, but I can
now assure them that :ii~ Guatemala allthe nriminals
Will be shot."

Panama is fresh in our memory; at that time Guate- I hold at the disposal ofthe Cuban delegation the Pren
mala came to the assistance ofa sister Republic which sa Latina dispatch containing these statements by the
had been unjustly attacked. And, as if that were not Guatemalan communist Jacobo Arbenz Guzml'1n.
enough, in the Havana Declaration, issued barely a
month ago and regarded by the Cuban Government as 210. I must also denounce the attack made on the
an official statement, the duly constituted Governments military base of Cobdn, in the north of Guatemala,
of Latin America are described as usurpers of the by Lieutent.\nt Elmo T.nyagnino, in companywith Cuban
official representation of their peoples and an appeal adherents of Castro; these included two Cubans,J.
is made to the ragged, the half-breeds, the gauchos Mata and Juan· Miranda, who, when the attack was
an.d the peasants, the heirs of Zapata and Sandino-in repulsed,fled to Honduran territory.
other words, to all Latin Americans-to take up arms .
for their freedom, at which time the people of Cuba 211. In ~e\V of all this, my Government made a se-
will answer them: "We are here; Cuba will not fail rious complaint before the Council ofthe Organization
you." And lest the Assembly should believe that I am of American states and requested the Inter-American
guilty of inventing, after the manner ofour detractors, Peace Committee to visit Guatemalaand Cuba in order
I shall read this caU to rebellion contained in the to establish that the charges made against Guatemala
"Havana Declaration" of 2 September 1960; it i-a as were false, but that those Cuban man08lvres, on the
follows: other hand, were v6try real. On express instructions

from my Government, my delegation hereby confirms
that the request to the Inter-American Peace Com
mittee to visit Guatemala and Cuba has been repeated
and still stands. Specifically, my Government indicates
that, during its visit to Cuba, the Committee should
investigate the Sierra del Escambray and the Sierra
Maestra, in order to verify the undoubted existence
of jet .aircraft, manufactured .behind the iron curtain
and manned by Chinese communist pilots and by
Cuban~ whom those pilots have trained; as well as the
existence of light and heavy tanks, and arms by the
thousands which have just been received from the
Soviet Union for use in a wal" of aggression in the
mountains.

1
·1,

"In the struggle for this liberated Latin America,
the obedient voices of those who usurp its official
representation are now met~ with invincible force,
by the true voice of the peoples; a voice issuing
from the bowels of its coal and tin.mines, from

. its factories and sugar· refineries, and from its feu
dal lands, where the ragged, the half-breeds, the
gauchos and -the peasants-the heirs of Zapata and

. Sandino-are taking up arms for their freedom', a
1\ /: ~,Jvoice which is echoed by its poets, its novelists, its

students, its women, its children, and its destitute
aged. To this fraternal voice, the Assembly of the
People of Cuba replies: 'We are here; Cuba will not
faU you'."
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225. Is Israel, for instance, ready to implement the
resolutions concerning the refugees? Is Israel ready
to recognize the refugees' ri~ts? I wonder.

Litho in t

227. ,:
part of
by mel

223. Israel has a short memory. Our relations with
Israel are governed by the General Armistice Agree
ment of February 1949, the existence of which Israel
does not even recognize. Peace is not made of words.
Peace .isa way of behaving,a political position.
Israel's behaviour is aggressive and bellicose. I need
not recall the number of occasions on which Israel
has been condemned by the Security Council and the
General Assembly for its many acts of armed aggres
sion committed in violation of the Charter and of the
Armistice Convention•.The massacres ofQibya, Gaza f

Lake Tiberias and others are still present in our
minds. They were crowned by the aggression of 1956,
on which I do not need to dwelt, I could also speak of
the hundreds of occasions on which Ie,rael has been
censured by the Mixed Armistice Commission. This,
then, is certainly not the peaceful behaviour of a
peace-loving Government; it is the behaviour of an
aggressive and bellicose state. When Israel requests
respect for the Charter, as it has jUst now done, that
Is nothing but propaganda.

224. If Israel has peaceful intentions, I wonder what
it is waiting for in order to implement the United
Nations .resolutions concerning the Palestine question,
which are the basis for the 'very existence of that
state. I should be curious to know whether Israel is
ready to carry out all the United Nations resolutions
relating to Palestine. For our ,art, as we have al..
ready said, we are ready to implement all. those
resolutions.

226. Israel accuses us of preventing the passage of
its ships and goods· through the Sue~Canal, and relies
in this connexion on the United Nations resolution of
1 September 1951.V What is astonishinghera i.s that
Israel requests the implementation ofone single United
Nations resolution, while forgetting allthe other reso'"
lutions on the Palestine question. In fact, the problem
of the passage of ships is directly connected with the;
Palestine question. I could also point out that the res~

lution of 1 September 1951 is based, as a reading of
it will show, on the existence ofthe General Armistice
Agreement between Egypt and Israel of February 1949.•
But Israel now claims that the Armistice Agreement .
no longer exists. In the ch'cumstances, how canit ask
for the implementation of that resolution, basedonthe·
Armistice Agreement, while forgetting all the other
resolutions concerning the Palestine question?

222. It is astonishing to hear Israel asking why we
have advised a meeting between the leaders of the
United states and of the SOviet Union whereas, it
seems, we ought rather to have proposed a meeting I
between Israel and.the Arab countries. It is obvious
that the problem is not the ~ame in each case. There
has been no war between the Soviet Union and the
United States; there has bee~ no armed aggression,
condemned by the Security COWlcil and the General
A$sembly, in the case of those two Powers.

permitted only to one's own adherents. In the Havana liberate inaccuracies and quite unfounded allegations
Declaration we read: marking the speech which was deliveredthis afternoon

on behalf of Israel."The National General Assembly of the People of
Cuba expresses Cuba's conviction that democracy
consists not merely in the exercise of an electoral
vote, which is almost always fictitious and manipu
lated by great landholders and profes810nal· politi
cians, but rather in the right ofthe citizens to decide
their own destiny', as this General Assembly of the
People of Cuba is now doing."

215. I should like to draw attention to the following
point: Mr. Castro has told us here, with much pride,
that this Declaration was adopted by the shouts. of a
million Cubans, who proclaimed it at a meeting in a
public square of Havana. Conceding that a million
sudh individuals exist, we ask: What, Mr. Castro, do
the other five million Cubans think on the subject?

216. In Latin America, the right to property, with
its legal limitations, is respected; but let us analyse
a little how this right has developed in Mr. Castro's
philosophy. On 6 February 1959, Mr. Castro declared
his absolute respect for all rights. Afew months later,
he was already talking of expropriation with compen
sation. In the Havana Declaration, he spoke only of
expropriation and dropped the compensation; and in
the statement he made here [872nd meeting] , he openly
accepted the recommendation, made by Mikoyan at
Havana, for seizure without compensation. What will
the next step be?

217. All America respects the principle of the sepa
ration of the three powers of government, and, above
all, guarantees for each citizen the sacred right to a
fair trial by an independent judiciary. The Castro
r~gime, on the other hand, tries cases by means of
the odious special tribunals which were abolished cen
turies ago but which it now calls "people's courts"
that is to say, special courts for the delivel'yof a
predetermined. verdict-and this is how the Castro
system has bathed itself•••
218. The PRESIDENT: I do' not think the speaker at
the rostrum can reasonably complain of any lack of
indulgence on the part of the Chair; but I do think that
the Chair cannot properly allow him to discuss the
internal, domestic affairs of another cmmtry to the
extent to which he is doing now. I would ask him kindly
to continue his remarks without going into a detailed
discussion of the internal affairs of another country.

219. Mr. CORONADO LIRA (Guatemala) (translated
from Spanish): I shall conclude without making any
further reference to verdicts. And to finish what I had
to say, I shall point out that a Government, of that
nature, cannot represent America. That could be done
only by the long-suffering Cuban people, which is en
during a r~gime of imprisonment, execution and ban
ishment, has suffered exile like Quevedo, Rivero,
Marli'nez Marquez, Carb6 and so many others. and
has been imprisoned by tens of thousands in Cuban
dungeons--the peasant who has been cheated of his
hopes, and the popUlation which now silently treads
the one gay streets of Havana.

220. The PRESIDENT: I call on the representative
of the United Arab Republic in exercise of the :right
of reply.

221. Mr. LOUTFI (United Arab Republic) (translated
from French): I am sorry to take the floor at this late
b;our, but I am compelled to reply briefly to the de...
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227. We are usad to allegations of thig type on the
part of Israel. Their object ls to disturb public opinion
by means of insidious propaganda for which there is
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no basis whatever. But even propaganda cannot, in
the long run, distort the facts and alter realities.

The meeting .rose at 6.50 p.m.
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